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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at
4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

BLL11rNATIVE FLORA PROTEC-
TION.

Introduced by Hon. W. Kingamnill and
read a first time.

WICKEPIN-MERREDIN RAILWAY
DEVIATION SELECT COMMITTEE.

Consideration of Report.

Hon. ff. P. COLEBATCH (East)
moved-

That the report of the select com-
mRittee of this House on the Wickepi"-
Merredinz railway be adopted.

He said : In moving the adoption of this
report I can only promise members that
I will not detain the House a moment
longer titan is necessary. As a matter of
fact. I devoted a very large amount of
time, not to considering what I should
-say, bitt in endeavouring to condense the
matter within the smallest possible com-
pass. It will be remembered that this
report was presented on the 17th Septem-
ber and was ordered to be printed. The
report and evidence were tabled last week
so that members have had an opportunity
of reading the report, and also the evi-
dence on which it is based. It is neces-
sary for me to refer to the history of the
appointment of this committee. It will
be remembered that during the last ses-
sion of Parliament a petition signed by
some 80 settlers was presented in another
place, praying that a select committee

might be appointed to inquire into the
matter of this deviation. The prayer of
that petition was refused. The same peti-
tion was subsequently forwarded to me,
and it was i response to that
that I moved for the appoint-
ment of this select committee. Dir-
ectly after the committee had been ap-
pointed by this House a conmmittee with
a similar object was appointed in another
place and it is necessary that I should
ask hion. members to consider why it was
this second select committee was ap-
pointed. It was nob in response to the
wishes of the people concerned, because
those people had already petitioned for a
select committee, and their petition had
been refused. Was it because it was
feared that the committee appointed by
this House would condemn the action of
the Minister in deviating this line? Was
this second committee intended as a com-
mittee to protect the Minister against un-
fair condemnation? Personally, I do not
care at all what reflection may be cast
upon my own impartiality from such a
quarter, but the question the public will
ask is: is it to be assumed that this
committee appointed in another place, ap-
parently for the purpose of defending the
action of the Minister, would approach
this question with an open mind, and
would it be likely to come to a conclusion
based exactly upon the evidence placed
before it? It is also necessary for me
to remind hon. members that the report
of the select committee in another place
was tabled hot from the printer, and was
discussed during the early hours of the
morning at a time when members had not
had an opportunity of reading it, and
not only that, but at a time when a por-
tion of the report was actually not before
that Chamber at all. We often bear bitter
complaints from Ministers in this Cham-
ber that certain questions are treated in a
party spirit. Whilst I deny that anything
contained in this report can be construed
to be of a partisan nature, I do desire
to say that if the Government choose
in another place to use the weight of their
majiority to stifle criticism-

The PRESIDENT: I do not think the
hion. member is in order in imputing mo-
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tives. I think he is on dangerous ground
to impute motives either to the Govern-
ment as a whole or to any individual
member of it.

Hon. H. P. COLEBATCH; I have no
intention of imputing motives, but I wish
to say that circumstances may make it
necessary to discuss matters which other-
wise we might think it well to leave alone.
I would direct the attention of members
to the great importance of the three issues
involved in this particular question. This
line of railway is going to cost approxi-
mately £C200,000, and it will be an im-
portant matter to the State whether this
proves a good paying line or a bad pay-
ing line, That is an issue sufficiently im-
portant to warrant its careful considera-
tion. Then we have to consider whether
the line is going to be a success or a f ail-
tire from the point of viewv of aiding in
the development of this country; and
lastly, and perhaps most important of all,
we have to consider whether we are giving
a fair deal to the people who have trusted
the Government in the matter of taking
up land and are paying for it on certain
conditions, and whether we are keeping
faith with everybody as every Government
should do. The report submitted to this
Chamber is really the finding of four
members of the committee. On-rsomne of the
critical clauses, one member (Mr. Ardagh)
disagrees, and so far as his disagreement
is concerned a good deal of what he says
I entirely endorse. But I do suggest
with all respect, that he has gone to some
extent outside the province of this comn-
mittee. It will be noticed that he says
that one line will not serve the whole of
the settlers. That is obvious, because one
line will not serve the whole of the
settlers in any district. But it was not
within the province of the committee to
inquire whether one, two, or three, or
four lines -would be necessary to serve this
district. If members will turn to the
evidence of the Minister for Works on
page 75 they will see that he was asked
in question 1349, "Will you he prepared
to say how long it will be before this rail-
way gets to Mount Arrowsrnithl' That
is the second suggested railway, and the
Mlinister replied-

One cannot say exactly, it depends
on many things. There art a lot of
difficulties to overcome. We are build-
ing railways pretty fast, and if we
keep on at the pace we are going it will
not be very long before the railway is
up there. There might be a difficulty in
getting rails, or a difficulty in getting
money or difficulties of all descriptions.
T cannot tell,

Anyone who knows anything about the
affairs in the agricultural districts of this
c~ountry, knows that railways are required
all over the place. Therefore, I say it
was not within the province of the com-
mittee to say whether one,. two, three, or
four railways are required to serve these
people, but it was the province of the
committee to say where, in order to
secure the best return for the country and
keep faith with the people, this parti-
cular railway should he made. Then,
again, I am quite in accord with 'Mr.
Ardagh that "the 25-mile limit as offi-
cially recognised is too far and if the
Advisory Board's route is adhered to set-
tlers in the distant parts wvill be isolated
from railway communication for very
many years." It will be necessary to
build railways closer togethier, but again,
II say, that is hardly within the province
of this committee, and is a question which
the committee was not appointed to decide.
It has, been said that if the Advisory
Board's route was followed settlers in
certain parts would be permanently iso-
lated from railway communication., but I
notice that Mr. Ardagh takes the common-
sense view and says that if the Advisory
.Board's route is followed the settlers will
be isola ted from railway communication
for very many years. I do not dispute
that at all, but there is not the slightest
doubt that to follow the route now de-
termined upon by the Government will
isolate for quite a long period a very much
larger number of the settlers who selected
and paid for their land on the assurance
that this railway would be provided. In
the early portions of the report, members
will find set out briefly the history of this
line. I do not intend to detain the House
by reading it because I assume that most
of the members have already ready it, but
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it will be noticed that the comnmittee-Il
mention this as showing that, so far as I
.am concerned at any rate, there has been
no desire to display a partisan spirit in
-connection with this matter-condemns
not the present Minister for Works or the
present Government, but the past M1ini-
ster for Works, for what has happened.
I eani assure the House that that deter-
mination was not arrived at lightly. On
page 4 of the report it says--

The apparent confusion of mind of
this Minister as to what Parliament de-
sired and what he himself promised
seems to have been the chief cause of
the trouble that has arisen.

If members wilt turn to the evidence given
~by Mr. Daglish, onl page 15, they will
come to the conclusion that the
committee were abundantly justified
iii making that statement. In ques-
tion 314 for instance, Mr. Dag-
fish was asked how it was that, although
the survey commenced in August 1910,
and although he himself says that he
always intended the rail-way should go
to the east of the takes, it was not until
September 1911, thirteen months after-
wards.. that any attempt was made to
survey the line, to the east of the lakes,
aud lie replied,. "N.o. I can only say
that it appears. the surveyors were not
clearly given to understand the intention
of the survey." The committee exam-
ined the surveyors; and were abundantly
satisfied that in every instance the sur-
veyors did exactly what they were told,
and that they were not in any way to
blamec. So far as the present Minister
for Works is concerned, in paragraph 11
of the report it will be found that the
commniittee entirely exonerate him fromi
doing aniithing from anuy motive except
what hie believed to be in the best inter-
ests of' the countrY; bnt the committee
-ire of' opinion that he departed frtom the
suggestc.ions of the Advisory Board with-
out sufficient inquiry. That is all tbe
committee say in regard to the present
Minister, and that statement I am pre-
pared to justify. A great deal has, been
-said about the intentions of Parliament,
the intentions of another place, in regard
to szome proposed straightening uip of

this line. Members will find that matter
fully dealt with in the report. It was
urged by the member for Collie that
this line should be straightened up with
a view to providing a shorter freight for
Collie coal to the goldfields. Personally
I do not attach very much importance to
that project; because, knowing how diffi-
cult it is now for Collie coal to compete
against wood in places very much nearer
to Collie than the goldfields, the
chances are it will be a very long
while indeed before Collie coal can com-
pete with wood 0on the goldfields; but,
a part from that altogether, the evidence
placed before uis shows that this straight-
ening-up has, even from that point of
view, had anl opposite effect to the one
intended. The poinit I wish to wake here
is thint the straighten in g-up referred to
in the debate in Parliament was not the
straightening-up that is now adopted by
the Mlinister for Works. While I am
prepared to admit that -Mr. Jonbson may
very easily have been misled by the differ-
ent surveys put in hand during Mr.
Daglish's period of office, there was
nothing in the debate in Parliament when
the Bill was passed tom lead anyone to the
conclusion that it was desired that the line
should go otherwise than to the east of
the lakes. But it importance is to be
attached to the matter of providing a
shorter distance for Collie coal, to show
that this siraightening-up has had an
opposite effect, I refer to page 22 of the
report and the evidence of Air. Babing-
ton. I shall not read it, but if members
look at the evidence from question 380 to
question 417 they will find that Mr.
Babington, the surveyor who actually
carried out this work, condemns the line
that the Government now propose to
build and says that it will cost more to
haul the stuff over it than it would over
the tine suggested by the Advisory Board.

Hon. J. D). Counolly: What distance
do they save in any case?

Hon. H. P. COLE1BATCH: If the line
hugs the lakes to the west it saves about
21 miles, and in the other case it saves
six or seven miles, hut the grades are 100
per cent. worse on the line the Govern-
mient now propose to build, and we have
the evidence from 1Mr. Light that if there
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is one train run per day it will mean £1
per week more on the short line than on
the longer line. The amount is trifling,
but the fact remains that the straighten-
ing-up of the line actually increases the
cost of working, and if we look at it
from the point of view of taking Collie
coal to the goldfields, the longer line is
the one that ought to be constructed. In
question 1289, page 72, the present Min-
ister for Works (Mvr. Johnson) explains
the reasons that actuated hima in making
this deviation, and he says "he came to
the decision because Parliament gave that
direction, and although representations
were made that an injustice would be
done he was satisfied that the decision of
Parliament would not do any injustice,
and in consequence that decision should
be hionoured." He informed the commit-
tee that the decision of Parliament he
referred to was not revealed in Hiansard
at all. He said that what happened was
that in the corridors in front of a map
of the district members discussed the
route this line should take. Of course it
is very proper that members should take
every opportunity for discussing matters
in that way; hut it seems to me to he en-
tirety absurd that members of Parlia-
ment, standing in a corridor and looking
at a map, should decide matters that not
only do not appear in Mansard but are
entirely opposed to the opinions of the
experts both of the Lands and Railway
Departments. A little further on in Mr.
Johnson's evidence on page 74, question
1322. hle was asked, "Are you aware of
the opinions held by the different railway
engineers in regard to these two routes
from the -railway point of view?" and he
said "No;- I have not heard their
opinions." Surely that is a substantial
justification for the finding of the com-
mittee that Mr. Johnson ordered this
deviation without sufficient consideration;
surely it would be one of the first things
a Minister would do to find out the
opinion of the railway experts before
undertaking a thing of this kind. There
are many other answers in the Minister's
evidence hearing out that point of view,
that the Minister acted entirely on his
own responsibility-and he says so
straight-out in many cases-simply on

what he thought was the wish of Parlia-
ment, not as expressed in Hansard or in
the Bill before the House, but as ex-
pressed by niembers when talking in the
lobbies in front of a certain map; and
the peculiar position is this-I would re-
fer members to question 1304 for a
moment-the Minister sets up an alterna-
tive proposition including a line from
Kondinin to Carrabin, and lie was asked,
"I understand the present proposal is to
build a line from Kondinin to Carrabin;"
and he said "That is so." Again 1 say
that is substantial justification for the
finding of the committee that this was
done without sufficient consideration,
when I am able to inform members that
in this matter of the line from Kondinin
to Carrabin the Minister has not a single
supporter among, the whole of the wit-
nesses. examined. There are one or two
who gave a very qualified support, hut the
rester part of them condemned this pro-
position altogether, the select committee
appointed in another place condemned
this proposition, and Mr. Ardagh, who
differs in some respects from the finding
of our select committee, does not sup-
port the contention of the Minister for
W'orks that a line should he built from
Rondinin to Carrabin. Curiously
enough, two members of the Advisory
Board-the Surveyor General and Mr.
Muir-make a further suggestion alto-
gether, a suggestion which is supported
by Mr. Ardagh and a suggestion which
in certain circumstances would be en-
tirely feasible; but when Mr. Johinson
was questioned in regard to this matter
he said that it had never been considered
by Cabinet at all and that lie had never
given it any consideration whatever.
Here again is substantial justification for
the finding of the committee that the
route of this line was altered without
sufficient inquiry. If we take the evi-
dence of Mr. Paterson, whose evidence on
matters of this kind cannot he ignored,
we will find he condemns utterly and
entirely the proposed deviation. I have
no doubt that in that condemnation he is
to some extent influenced by the fact that
the Agricultural Bank is very largely
interested through advances made to
settlers on the land to the east of the
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lakes. ] have said that this is a land-
development railway, and that is really
the only thing at all worthy of considera-
tion in connection with the matter. If
we take the evidence of Mir. Paterson and
the evidence of Mr. Babington, and the
evidence of almost all the experts exam-
ined, we will find that they all say that
the line should follow the route suggested
by the Advisory Board. It is true that
Mr. John Muir qualifies his evidence to
some extent, but since giving his evidence
I have received from him a letter ad-
dressed to me as chairmian of the select
committee, as is the privilege of any
witness. In question 1434, on page S1,
he gave certain answers to Mr. Hamersley,
and now lie writes to me-

it my evidence given before a. select
omumittee of both Houses of Parhia-

ment on the 10th September, 1912, Mr.
Hamersley asked in question 1434, "If
there was no intention of the suggested
line to IKondinin and Arrowsmith,
would you still adhere to that green
line as being the best to serve that
agricultural country," to which I re-
plied, "Yes, I would." I take it that
Alir. H1atnersley referred to the direct
route as the green line. If that is the
ease I wish to contradict my statement.
The prohblile fact of the Kondinin ex-
tension in a northerly direction materi-
ally affected the original proposition.
I cannot understand why I made such
a statement, because without the pro-
posed Yilliminning-Kondinini extension
the railway should certainly follow
the lake country, either on the east or
west side, and the spur lines extended
to meet it.

I read that letter not only in justice to
Mr. Muir, but also to show that MUr. Mluir
,does not support the contentions set up
by the Minister or the contentious set up
by the committee of another place. On
page 59 of this report will be found the
evidence of Mr. Goyder, a surveyor who
has actually surveyed the hulk of the
land through the whole of the disputed
territory. He is an expert, and he is
entirely impartial, because in any case
the railway goes through his property.
It makes no difference to him, and his
standing and reputation as a surveyor

entitle him to be listened to. His
evidence is very short and it is very
conclusive. He practically says that
while to the west of the line the
Government now propose to build
there is not more than 22 to 25 per cent.
of good lanid, to the east of the line sug-
gested by the Advisory Board there is
no less than 70 per cent. of good land.
The whole of Air. Goyder's evidence is of
great value, and is conclusively in favour
of the route suggested by the Advisory
Board. Now in regard to the evidence of
settlers, I do not propose to go into it at
any great length. It is quite true that
the adoption of the line suggested by the
Advisory Board would for the time being
isolate a certain number of settlers. But
the number is very small, for the reason
that there are two lines, namely the
Quairading-Nunajiu and the Brookton-
Corrigin, and the whole of the settlers
are between those two lines, and, since
the two lines are not more than
about thirty miles apart, it is only those
settlers situated right in thie centre of
the district between the two lines who
will be isolated. There are only some half
dozen of them. They are not on uni-
formly first-class land;, some of them have
been there a long time, and have
gone in fur sheep and that sort
of thing, operations for the success-
ful prosecution of which it is not
so necessary that they should be close
to a railway; and in every case they took
up laud cheaply, at about ten shillings per
acre. Those people, I admit, would be in
a much better condition if the line were
constructed as the Government intend to
construct it, hut they are only some half a
dozen in number, whereas the others are
to be numbered by hundreds, who, par-
ticularly those to the south of Kurren-
kutten Lakes, would be permanently iso-
lated under the Government proposal,
even if the Government carry out the fur-
their proposal to construct two lines. The
Advisory Board in effect said, "Here is a
splendid patch of country, one which for
size and quality is the best piece of wheat
land in Western Australia. Run a rail-
way right through the middle of it." But
the Government say, "Instead of doing
that, we will run two railways on two
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patches of sandplain, leaving all the good
country midway between the two lines."
The matter is dealt with towards the end
of the report, in paragraph (f) of Clause
9, in which it is pointed out that even
if these two lines were built the best
of the country would be so situated that
it would never be able to give to the State
the returns which it would if it had rea-
sonable railway communication. The last
point to which I wish to draw attention
is the necessity for keeping faith with the
settlers. I must again refer to the evi-
dence of the Minister, on page 73, ques-
tions 1313 and 1314. In the first of these
questions he was asked-

Can you go on taking 27s. 6d. per
acre from people who took up this land
on the understanding that they would
be within a mile or two of the line, and
who find themselves isolated with no
hope of ever getting the line near to
them 7

And the Minister replied-
It is not within my province to go

into these questions, but if the line were
shown there on the plan, the man who
so showved it was guilty of an injustice
to these people.

Then again he was asked-
It was shown as having been passed

by Parliament?
And the reply was-

The man who did that did something
absolutely wrong, and should be cen-
sured, because he showed something
wvhich Parliament did not endorse.

For my owvn part I maintain the Lands
Department at that time did absolutely
right. You have it in the evidence of Mr.
Gibbs, on page 27, that before a line was
passed by Parliament it was the custom of
the Lands Department to indicate to set-
tiers the probable course the line might
take, and not until the line was absolutely
passed were they given anything definite,
or was any difference made in the prices
charged. The evidence of Mr. Odell, on
pages 27 and 28, all deals with this ques-
tion. Every line of that evidence em-
phatically shows that the Lands Depart-
ment adopted this course. Until the line
was definitely passed by Parliament, they
merely said to the settlers, "The indica-
tions are that the line will go somewhere

here," but when the line was actually
passed by Parliament then they started
to price the land accordingly, and they
also showed the line clearly on the map.
MT. Odell's evidence also shows that prac-
tically the whole of the land to be trav-
ersed by these lines was selected after the
Advisory Board had made its report, and
after the line was shown on the map, and
the whole of the land was priced accord-
ing to the distance it was fro th

line, the prices ranging up to 27s. 6d. per
acre. I do not propose to read this evi-
dence; I simply refer hon. members to it,
and ask them to read it for themselves.
Now in regard to tile evidence of settlers,
we found the settlers in such numbers in
many of these places that we bad to
abandon the idea of examining them in-
dividually; we had to get them in in num-
bers, twenty or thirty from one locality
and having similar views. If you peruse
the whole of this evidence you can come
to no other conclusion than that the Ad-
visory Board's route must be adopted; nor
can you avoid the further conclusion that
settlers have been put there and promised
railway communication years ago, and
now are suffering very direct and cruel
hardships because of the delay which has
already taken place. There is just the
evidence of one settler, a portion of which
I feel T ought 4o read. This evidene was
given by Mr. Robert Nevin Allen, and
will be found on page 38 of this report.
Mr. Allen stated-

I arrived in Perth in 1910, iii the
month of June, and I wvent straight to
the Lands Office. Previously I had seen
the late Premier in the old country, and
he told mue of the circumstances here;
how the country was being developed
and how railways were being pushed
ahead. On my going- to the Lands Office,
the plan of the Kumminin area soon
came in, and I got full particulars with
regard to it. I was told if I put in for
sheer No. 1, the furthest. distance I
should be from a railway would be eight
mailes, and on the strength of that in-
formation I applied. I had brought my
wife and children with me, and I real-
ised that I had come to a British col-
ony, and I looked for British fair play;
so without any bones about it I came
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out here and got these two blocks and
started in. I thought it was good enough
to go ahead on that assurance, and in a
really solid way, so I built a six-roomed
stone house and started clearing, and
put down a large darn, and fenced, and
altogether I can tell you I have ap-
proximately spent £2,000 on my blocks,
on that assurance that the railway would
be within eight miles of me.

This is not an isolated case; it is char-
acteristic of the evidence given by set-
tler after settler in regard to this matter.
In reply to the last question which he
was asked, namely, could he cart to
Nunajin and make the thing pay-that is
supposing the Government carried out
their present intention - Mr. Allen
stated-

No. But that is outside the promise
Onl which I have taken uip my land and
done my utmost and, spent a great deal
too much on, That is my point on this
business. I have it in my power to
bring fuirther families from the old
country. I have not said a word to
anybody; I have just been waiting to
see, and it depends on how I am
treated here whether other people will
comie here or not. That is not an idle
threat; it is the truth. I met Sir New-
ton Moore at home and I did not look
for anlythingc of this kind, from all he
told me. It comes to this: if a man
fromn any part of The British Empire
cannot come to Western Australia and
go to a Government office and take for
gospel what he hears there, he had bet-
ter stay out of the country; because if
you go to other countries-to the South
Americnn republics, or to North
America-you go with your eyes open
and your wits about you, and you de-
cide, after hearing a man, whether you
will take his word or not; but when you
come to a British colony, I for one
never hesitated. I had the information
given to me, and that was sufficient for
Me.

That is the reputation which British colo-
nies have all over the world; and what I
want the Hodse and the Government to
consider is, are we going to do anything
to forfeit that reputation? I would not

for one moment reflect on the admirable
manner in which this evidence has been
reported, but it -would be impossible to
set down in mere print the question and
the answer in such a way as to present
the full meaning and import of this wit-
ness's evidence. He told the committee
be had been farming all his life, in South
America and in North America. He was,
asked how the conditions in those places
compared with the conditions in Western
Australia, and his answer was-athough,
as I tell you, it was impossible to put his
answer down in print and convey by
literal transcription the meaning which
we who heard him gathered-he said he
liked South America very much but that
there was so much uncertainty in these
republics that he deemed it unwise to
settle there permanently. Then hie said
lie had gone to North America, where
he found the natural conditions every-
thing that could be desired, but that there
was there go much political corruption
that no one could feel he was safe.
"And now," he added with an inimitable
gesture,' "I am here."

Hlon. Sir R. H. Wittenoonm: He does
niot seem to have been very successful as
a farmer.

Hn. H. P. COI2EBATCH: Hle was
able to put down some £2,000 on his
property without any assistance what-
ever from the Agricultural Batik. I do
not know whether that can be said to re-
present previous failures. Moreover, he
b rought his wife and family, and built up
a considerable place down there. Most
certainly he is not likely to be successful
if, after having been promised a railway
within seven miles of his property, that
railway is to be taken such a distance
away that he will find it well nigh impos-
sible to farm profitably.

Hon. B. C. O'Brien:- Yet he -was able
to put down this money, notwithstanding
that the line is so far away?

Hon. H. P. COLEBATCH: The
money which he has expended was ac-
quired by him in other lands. He was
careful to tell the committee that he did
not lose money in those other places, be-
cause he went there with his eyes open
and inquired into everything hie was
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told; whereas when he came to a British
colony he was content to take everything
for granted, and went. straight ahead.
This evidence is only characteristic of
that of many other witnesses, and I do
not propose to weary the House with
reading more of it. The -whole point is
as to where this particular line should be
built, and I say everything points most
emphatically to the conclusion that it can
only be built on the route recommended by
the Advisory Board. No other course will
enable it to be worked as economically,
no other course will permit of its return-
ing the same revenue in freight, or of
rendering the same service in opening up
and developing the country. And so far
as the justice of the position is concerned
the evidence of the whole of the settlers
shows that no man would be unfairly
treated-except one or two who may have
been deluded by the carrying out of all
these unnecessary amid expensive surveys
-that everybody would be given fair
play and justice if the Advisory Board's
moute were adopted. And I maintain
that even if the' proposal were wrong
from other points of view, the land hav-
ing been sold on the strength of this pro-
posal it wouild he for the Government to
eon~zidcr which was the better course to
adopt, whether to carry out the recom-
mendation of time Advisory Board or to
compensate the people. But from every
point of view the Advisory Board's route
-should be adopted. Not only is it in the
interest of the State and of the settlers,
bitt the maintenance of our political re-
putat ion demands that this line should he
earriod nt on thle route proposed by the
Advisory Board. I hope the House will
adopt the report, and that even at this
late stage the Government will see their
way clear to adopt the recommendations
of the Advisory Board. If they do this I
am quite prepared to say that when
their period of office is- over I shall al-
ways v be ready to rise in my place and
insist that any obligations they have en-
tered into shall be hoinoured by their sue-
tessors, or if it is against the interest of
the country that it should be carried out,
then my weight shall be in favour of
fairly and reasonably compensating

those people to whom the obligation was
given. A young country like this can
afford to make mistakes, and can afford
also to pay for them, but we cannot
afford to do injustice to anybody, and an
injustice will be done if this line is car-
ried out in the way the Government pro-
Pose.

On motion by Hon. C. Sommers debate
adjourned,

BILLS (2)-FIRST READING.

1. Shearers and Agricultural Labour-
ers' Accommodation (Hon. F. Davis in
charge).

2, Agricultural Lands Purchase Act
Amendment.

Received from the Legislative Assem-
bly.

BILL- FREMANTLE RESERVES
SURRENDER.

Report of Committee adopted.

BILL.-LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Report of Committee adopted.

BILL-HI1GH SCHOOL ACT
AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 24th Sep-
tember.

Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT (South-
West) : I do not tbink it is necessary to
address myself at any length to this Bill.
It is a very simple measure, almost a
formal one, and in appealing to the,
House in the first instance I think mein-
bers will agree with me that the work
done by this school is of an excellent
character. Years after I came to this
State I was familiar with the High
School. and it was the only representa-
tive of higher education-even though
that reached only as far as a secondary
school- excepting a few private estab-
lishments, in this State. In taking upon
themselves to give terms of dismissal,
conceived on a not ungenerous scale, I
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think the Government have evinced that tion would be unworkable unless it in,
their confidence in the school in the past,
wd in the work it has done, was justly
founded. The Bill is a very small mat-
ter. It is only a Bill for giving notice
to the High School that the term of its
subsidy has arrived, and now they must
look forward to a life, if they can live, in
which the governors and students will
have to depend solely on their own exer-
tions. That, I take it, is all the Bill does.
It merely gives notice that this subsidy
must come to an end. In addition, there
is a clause giving the governors more
elastic control over the finances, enabling
them to charge higher fees if they think
that necessary in the interests of the
school, but the idea is worth bearing in
mind that during this term of grace-
two or three years-fixed by the Bill the
governors may be able to devise some
plans to continue the existence of the
school, which certainly deserves -well at
the hands of Western Australia.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: It is still under
the conhrol of the State.

Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: That
muset be settled at a later period.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Why not now9
Hion. Sir J. W. HACKETT: It is im-

possible. We have nothing to work
upron.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: It will mean
another Bill.

Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: It must
mean another Bill. We cannot work it
otherwise. At present, the governors are
appointed by the Government, and it
may be advisable to alter, perhaps to
abolish, but at any rate to alter that
form of constitution. The Bill has not
been brought in to declare or discuss a
constitution, and even if a select commit-
tee met and decided in favour of certain
alterations they could not be given effect
to. MIeanwhile, we should lose the golden
opportunity if the school is to be kept
alive of putting before the country some
scheme which -will meet with the ap-
proval of parliament next year. I trust
it will be understood that while the gov-
ernors do not shun inquiry, the postpone-
ment of the Bill would mean the missing
of a golden opportunity. The constitu-

volved the complete sweeping away of
the present constitution of the High
School and the substitution of another.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Why give up
£1,000 a year now?

Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: Does the
bon. member mean that this House
should refuse to vote its extinctionT

Hon. A. Sanderson: Why should the
,governors be in favour of getting rid of
£1,000?I

Heon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: They are
not in favour of getting rid of one penny,
hut a stronger force than the governors
has decreed that that shall be so. The
governors do not wish to make that fight
for existence. They ask for a little time
in order to enable them to look into the
matter and see what can he done to keep
the school alive.

Hon. W. Ringsmill: And a little land.
Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: There is

nothing in the Bill about the land.
Hon. W. KingsmilL: That is the worst

part of it.
Hon. Sir J. W. HACKETT: Why

should that be treated with in a Bill
which is simply for giving notice V I
cannot understand the claim for a select
committee. I do not want to second a
motion for getting rid of the subsidy for
£1,000, but I am prepared to say that
the governors desire to accept the Bill as
it stands.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hoa.
J. A!. Drew) in reply: 1 was somewhat
astonished at the remarks of 'Mr. Sander-
son in his speech in connection with the.
second reading of this Bill. He stated
that my introduction of the measure was
not satisfactory and that he required more
information. I am all the more surprised
at his attitude in view of the fact that lie
has always in the past been eminently
fair and generously considerate. I feel
certain that lhe would not have made these
observations unless he fully believed there
were good grounds for making them. This
Bill does merely two things: in the first
place. it takes away the subsidy, and
then it removes restrictions in regard to,
the imposition of fees. It goes no fur-
ther; it does no more. I gave short and
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concise, but, I contend, ample reasons
for the cessation of the subsidy. The
Government propose to establish second-
ary schools in Western Australia, and in
view of that fact it cannot consistently
cntinue to support a rival institution.
One member stated that the Bill was de-
fective in that it did not repeal existing
Acts. It is not proposed to repeal any
existing legislation. The Government
want to retain all its former control.

H-on. J. D. Connolly: What I said was
it repealed sections in the amending Act
but not in the original Act.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I am
not referring to what the hon. member
said, but I am referring to what Mr.
Kingsmill said. We do not propose to
repeal any existing legislation except the
two sections f have already referred to,
and the Government propose to retain all
its former control. The High School
has been built up by the State, and it
has been very ]iberally endowed with land
by the Stlate. The site which it is at pre-
sent using for High School purposes was
granted by the Government, and the gov-
ernors are a corporate body. This land
has been vested in thiem, and they have
full power at the present time with re-
gard to mortgaging that land or utilising
it in any way so long as they respect
the Trust and so long as they devote it
to the purposes of the High School.

Hon. J. D. Connolly: Which land are
you referring to?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
land on which the old school is built.
With regard to the land near the Obser-
vatory, that was promised by a previous
Government, and it would be a very diff-
cult matter for the present Government
to ignore that promise. This land has
been reserved for the purposes of the
High School, and when we come to con-
sider that after reeei.'ing this £1,000 for
many years it is proposed at the end of
three years to cut off the subsidy, it fur-
nishes a very strong case for the gov-
ernors of the High School that they should
have this land which was promised to
them.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Why should not
that be done under this Bill?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: There
is no necessity for it.' We propose to
continue existing legislation, and if the
High School is endowed with land the
property of the State, we intend to con-
tinue to exercise the same control that
we have exercised in the past.

Hon. W. KMngsmiU: Why do you wish
to have two secondary schools 9

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
do not object to a dozen secondary schools.

Hon. W. Ringnnill: And both of them
in Perth?

Hon. J. F. Cullen: You should not.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY:

Why not?
Hon. W. Kingsrnill: One charging high

fees and the other not?
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We

must recognise-
Hon. INT. Patrick: Will you still con-

tinue to control the High School?
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Yes,

as we have controlled it in the piast.
Hon. W. Kingsmill: Certainly you

should.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: I

have already stated that the site where
the school stands is vested in the govern-
ors, who can do what they like wvith it
so long as the terms of the Trust are res-
pected. If the l.and close to the Obser-
vatory is granted, as already promised,
and set aside to be utilised by the govern-
ors for the purposes of the High School,
it will be on the understanding that they
will erect a school which will cost them
£10,000 to £15,000.

Hen. Sir J1. W. Hackett: It will go
back to the Government.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Yes,
it will go back to the Government in case
of failure to comply with the conditions.
The High School is the only secondary
school in the State which has associated
with it anything in the nature of tradi-
tion. It was originally started by Bishop
Hale in 1858 and the present school is the
direct descendant of Bishop Hale's school.
It has consequently been in existence for
something like 40 years, and some of the
leading men of the State have been edu-
cated in that institution. The Bill will
not abolish the school in any way, it will
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simply have the effect of withdrawing the
subsidy after the expiration of three
years and it will allow the governors of
the High School to charge fees which will
enable them to successfully finance the
institution.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: What is the inten-
tion of the Goverinent regarding the six-
acre lot near the Observatory?

The COLONIJAL SECRETARY: I
have already stated that we cannot ignore
the promise made by a former Govern-
ment.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: It will be given
to the High School?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Yes.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

T o refer to Select Committee.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.

J. M. Drew): I move-
That the President do nowo leave the

Chair for the purpose of considering
the Bill in Committee.
Hon. A. SANDERSON (Metropolitan-

Suburban) : I move an amendment-
That the Bill be referred to a5 select

committee, consisting of the Deot. J.
Ml. Drew, Hon. 1i7. Kingsmill, Honi.
.1. D. Connolfly, lion. F. Dadis, and
Hopp. A. Sanderson.

I do not wish to repeat what I said on the
second reading. I think members who
listened to the speeches made by Sir Win-
throp Hackett and the 'Minister this after-
noon will have quite sufficient evidence
before them to warrant them referring
the Bill to a select committee. We heard
on the one hand from Sir Winthrop Hac-
kett that this was almost a formal meas-
ure and that the High School will now de-
pend on their exertions, and on the other
hand we have the Minister saying that
State control will remain. Members will
readily understand that I find myself in
somewhat of a delicate position. I have
no wish to set up my opinion about the
Highi School against that of the present
Government, or that of the bon. member
who has been connected with the gover-
nors for a long period; at the same time
I realise the Minister's responsibility
and I do not question for one moment his
bona fides. I stated when I spoke after

the introduction of the Bill that my re-
marks were not offered in a hostile spirit,
and I added that the Minister had not
time to go thoroughly into this matter, or
else he thought that members of this
House were acquainted with the position
of affairs, and therefore did not require
further enlightenment upon the subject.
I am very much interested in this school,
for several reasons, and one is that for a
period of three or four months I was an
assistant master there, and if I were still
in that position I should think that the
House, by cutting off the subsidy, was
treating the school in a vry~r curions way' .
While I was there I received the magni-
ficent salary of £10 a month, and I haed
to keep myself-that was higher educa-
tion. However. I took the earliest oppor-
tunity of getting out, but it was certainly
a very interestingl exp~erience for me.
When we hear the chatirman of the gov-
ernors, and I wish to speak with respect
for the attitude that gentleman is taking
up-

Hon. Sir J. I Hackett: I am not
chairman of the governors.

Hon. A1. SANDEJRSON The lion
member was chairman for a. long period,
and I believe even now he might almo~st
be considered chairman, although he has
so many other matters to attend to. The
point I want to make is that a fair case
has been made out for the appointment of
a select committee, because we want fur-
ther light to he thrown on the position of
the High School.

The Colonial Secretary: In wvhat way?
Hopi. A. SANDERSON: This very pro-

posal that Sir Winthrop Hackett has
brought forward, le says they are bring-
ing forward a scheme next year. if
the Government abolish the subsidy now,
it will almost amount to a betrayal.

Hon J. F. Cullen: They cannot help it.
Hon. A. SANDERSON: Of course,

when one of the governors conies forward
and commits hera kidi on the subject
rather than vote aganst the Bill and says
we must bow to the decision of the Gov-
erment-

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Is the hon. mem-
ber friendly or hostile to the High School?

Hon. A. SANDERSON: I think I have
explained my attitude.
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The Colonial Secretary :You have
not.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: Your
speech is hostile.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: To the gover-
nors but not to the school. I draw a dis-
tinction between the governors and the
school, and I have a very good reason for
doing so, having been there. I am inter-
ested in this school because I have seen
something of the inside working, and if
this formal measure is passed it will hand
the whole thing- over to the Government,
and they will have power to appoint gov-
ernors. At the present time the gover-
nors have not the power to mortgage the
block of land] they are on and they have
not control of the reserve which has been
put aside for them.

Hon. J. D. Connolly: They have power
to mortgage the block they are on, hut
not the block next to the Observatory.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: I question
that. They have not sufficient power over
the other block, and if this subsidy is
taken away from them the institution will
be crippled. I ask hon. members to put
themselves in the position of the gover-
nors, who are trying to look after the
intlerests of the school. Would they not
insist on this £1,000 subsidy remaining
until the land question was satisfactorily
settle1 That I contend is a wasonable
demand.

Hon. Sir 3. W. Hackett: Most absurd.
Hon. A. SANDERSON: The House can

decide that. I say it is a difficult position
to find oneself opposing the Government
and the governors of this school as repre-
sented by Sir Winthrop Hackett.

Hon. Sir J. W. Hackett: How can
we make terms?

Hon. A. SANDERSON: Surely the
bon. member could ask the House to re-
fuse to take away this subsidy until the
school had control of the land.

Hon. Sir. J. W. Hackett: How many
votes would I get?

Hon. A. SANDERSON : I should say
a good many.

Hon. Sir J. W. Hackett: I should not.
Hon. A. SANDERSON: I hardly know

what the hon. member means. So far as
the measure itself is concerned T have

not seen anyone in regard to it, except
Mr. Con nolly, with whom I had a chat
about the Bill. I asked him if he had
looked at the Bill and if he realised what
it meant.

Hon. Sir E. H. Wittenoom: We thought
that you were going over to the Labour
party.

The PRESm7ENT: The question is the
appointment of a select committee.

Hon. A. SANDERSON: I trust the
House will agree to the motion to refer
the Bill to a select committee, in order
that some definite scheme may be put be-
fore the country, and if the effect of that
definite scheme is to kill the Bill, I think
wye oughit to be very pleased.

Hon. J. D. CONN OLLY (North-East):
I will second the amendment. If this Bill
is passed in its present form it wvill be
unsatisfactory both to the public and to
the governors of the High School. There
will be no effective Act in force for
the government of the school in the
f uture and we are not told how
that school is then to be financed
or governed. I venture to say it
will be impossible for the gover-
nors to carry on without statutory au-
thorityv, and neither will they know what
position they are in. In regard to the
drafting of the Bill I have already
pointed out the defects. While the Bill
proposes to amend the Act in one direc-
tion so far as the subsidy is concerned,
it does not touch the original Act in that
respect. I tlhink the proposal of Mr.
Sanderson is a reasonable one and
should be adopted by the House. The
committee can hear evidence on different
points and present its report and it will
then be for the House to say whether
that report should or should iiot be
adopted. There was an interjection made
by Sir Winthrop Hackett, the chairman
of governors-

Hon. Sir J. W. Hackett: I aml not
chairman.

Hon. J. D. CONNOLLY: Although I
did not catch it, it was something to the
effect that there was some preconceived
idea against the Bill.

Hon. Sir J. W. Hackett: That has not
the remotest connection with anything T
said.
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Hon. J. D. CONNOLLY:- The inter-
jeetion was made in an an dertone and I
did not exactly catch it. I imnagned it
to be something to that effect from what
Mr. Sanderson said. So far as Mr.
Sanderson and I are concerned, it is per-
fectly true that he asked me one after-
-noon in the tram if I had read the Bill
or realised what it meant. I confessed
I had not then read the Bill. I fail to
see from that how anyonie could form the
idea that there wvas preconceived opposi-
tion to the Bill. I am not opposed to the
Bill. I say again that the school has done
admirable work and it stands high among
the secondary schools in Western Aus-
tralia, and indeed in Australia, and I
think it should he allowed to continue
under fair conditions. If this Bill is
passed it will continue under souic con-
dition, hut I cannot say, and I do not
think anyone else can say from this what
will be the position of the governors of
the school, or the Government of the day
under such a vague Bill. For the purpose
of laying down clearly the conditions
under which the school should be con-
tinued, the hest course would have been
to withdraw the Bill and substitute a
comprehensive measure, but as that has
not been done the House is faced with
this position: will they adopt or reject
the Bill? It is an unfair position to
place the House in. I would not like to
vote either way myself, therefore it is
better to send the measure to a select
committee and the Bill can then be plated
before the House in precise form in the
terms of tile committee's report.

Hon. J. P. CULLEN (South-East) : I
am. in a little diffiulty as to how to vote
on this amendment. When the second
reading of the Bill was moved by the
Colonial Secretary 1, following twa other
members, expressed a preference for the
consideration of the full question. at the
present time. But after hearinig the
Colonial Secretary and one of the gov-
ernors of the High School, Sir Winthrop
Hackett, I am inclined to follow the
course of procedure which the G1overn-
meat, after consultation with the gov'-
ernors, have taken. When speaking on
the seond reading I expressed my very
high admiration for this school and my,

anxiety Jiow is as to whether hon. mem-
bers who have spoken are friendly or hos-
file to this school, whether they have
ingenuously addressed themselves to the
question, or whether some discount may
have to be made.

Hon. J. D. Con nolly: Are we entitled
to take tile same view of your remarks?9

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: If the ho' . mem-
ber thinks it. This school occupies the
same place in this State as, the old
Sydney CGrammrar School does in New
South Wales. It is the historic founda-
lion that has laid the whole State uinder
a deep debt of gratitude. I thin k the
Government's attitude to the school is
reasonable. The lpoint has been reached
when secondary schools, have been estab-
lished by the Government, and if the
Government had lnot taken thep nititndn
they have I think there pirohahly' would
have been pressure brought to hear on
any Government to take this course. T
think it is a reasonable proposal tOat has
been set forth by the Premier a.id the
Colonial Secretaryv and it is this;. the
statutory endowment wvill have to cease
after reasonable notice hut thlit the
property that has already been vi!.ted in
the governors should remain so vested,
and the land promised and reserved def-
initely for that purpose shall he at the
disposal of the governors for the pur-
poses of' a high school.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Should it niot be
done simultaneously?

Ron. 3. F. CULLEN: That was my
opinion at the first blush, that the whole
thing should be done simutltaneoRs!y, but
I naturally look to the Governmenit and
the governors of the school to say what
is the moost convenient course to pursue.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Are the governors
unanimous?

Hon. J. IF. CULLEN: I assume if they
were not being treated as they thought
fairly, in fact in the best way they could
expect, I think we should have heard
from them. I assume Sir Winthrop
Hackett would not have left us in the
dark as to any opposition.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Do you think the
governors are unanimous on this point?

Hon. J. F. CULLIEN: I think the
governors have accepted the situation.
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Hon. A. Sanderson: In accepting- this
BillI

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: They would
naturally like to retain the one tho-isand
pounds, but in view of the condition of
things they recognise that it is reasonable
that a period should be put to the special
grant, and as to doing the whole thing in
one act or in two acts, I say I expect
guidance from the governors and the
Government.

Hon. J. D. Connolly: Will not the
select committee get the governors'
opinion?

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: I am a little
doubtful us to all that is behind the
select committee.

Hon. W. Kingsmil: And what is in
front of the Bill.

Hon. J. F. CULiLEN: I asked the hon.
member whether his whole attitude was
hostile or friendly, and I accepted his
statemenrt.

Hon. A. Sanderson: Hostile to sonic
of the governors I admit, but certainly
not to the school.

Hon. J., F. CULLEN: I do not say that
this select conmmittee necessarily should
work mischief. I do niot think that it
necessarily will incur -risks to the school,
but I anm not quite satisfied in my mind
that the attitude of all who have ex-
pressed a desire for this commiittee is
friendly to the school. As I mentioned
before, in New South Wales, although
secondary education has been established
on a liberal scale by Parliament, the old
grant to the grammar school, and the old
connection between the Government and
the grammar school has been retained
because of the historical relations and
the grand work that school has done. I1
want to see the fairest of fair treatment
meted out to the High School. I say
straight away, I think it is fair treatment
that this school should have power to sell
the property now occupied by them and
invest the money in building an adequate
foundation on the splendid site above
Parliament House, and as to the coil-
tinned connection of the Government
with the High School, I would rather
have liked to see the same State founda-
tion still with the liberal endowment.

Hon. A. San derson: But they have
niot got it.

Hon. J. F. CUILLEN: Both the Premier
and the Colonial Secretary have openly
and publicly in Parliament stated their
attiLicle on the question. Is it likely that
any Government, seeing that the two r%
ponsible spokesmen of the Government
have only followed out the intentions of
the previous Government, is it likely that
there will he any falsifying of it? I am
quite satisfied to believe fully the bona
fides of the prIevious Government, or
any Government, and as the governors
and the Government have taken a certain
course of dealing with this one question
now, and giving the governors time to
thrash out the qLestiofl with the Govern-
ment-

Hon. A. Sanderson: Only one gover-
nor has spoken on this subject.

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: I think there is
only one in the House.

Hon. A. San derson: Yes.
Hon. J. F. CULLEN: The Bill has

been before the public for some weeks.
It has been discussed outside Parliament
as well as inside and there has been no
intimation of any demur on the part of
the governors.

Hon. A. San derson: Because they ex-
pected the select committee to be nap-
pointed.

Hon. J. F. CULLEN: The select com-
mittee has only been mentioned within a
couple of days. I say again, if I were a
governor of this school I i'ould naturally
accept the thousand pounds a year as
long as the country chose to give it to
me. But, as a taxpayer, even as a gover-
nor, I would recognise it was natural
that the responsible Government of the
day, after having established a sys-
tem of secondary education, would
naturally think a reasonable period
would have been put on the grant.
Apart from this grant, the land placed
at the disposal of this establishment is a
splendid endowment, which any educa-
tional establishment should be well sat-
isfied with. -

Hon. A. Sanderson: They have not got
it.
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Hon. J. F. CULLEN: I shall have to
vote against the proposal for a select
committee, not that I object to the fullest
inquiry, but I am not quite satisfied as
to the good intentions of all who advo-
cate the appointment of the select comk-
mittee.

Hon. W. KINOSMILL (Metropoli-
tan) : I regret extremely that the hon.
member who has just sat down is not
satisfied with the good intentions of those
who support the appointment of the select
committee. I wish to be as ingenuous
as possible in laying before the hon. mem-
ber the reasons which actuated myself in
advocating the appointment of a select
committee. My reason for advocating the
appointment of a select committee is the
extremely indefinite nature of the Bill.
There is certain property to be disposed
of but no mention is made in the course
of the Bill of the terms wherein- the High
School is to be terminated, and what is
to take its place. Is it to be supposed that
we should take away from the High School
the one thousand pounds and make the
school a liresent of property which is
worth £10,000 to £15,000?9

Hon. J. F. Cullen: They have it al-
ready I

Hon. W. KINGSMILL: They have not
and this Bill does not give it,. and as a
member of the select committee, if Iam
chosen as such, I shall make it my duty
to see that it is stated specifically in the
Bill. For the reasons which I stated on
the second re~lding I do not wish to dis-
cuss the mnerits of the ease. Some of
the speeches delivered might have wvell
been given as evidence before the select
committee, if appointed, when it is ap-
pointed. I support the appointment of
the select committee because I think the
Bill is indefinite in: the extreme, and I
consider the excuse put forward, that
now is not the opportune time for making
any definite arrangement is a trivial ex-
cuse that has not been justified in any
way. I do not see that now is not the
opportune time. I do not see that a post-
ponement for making a definite arrange-
ment should not take place. The appoint-
ment of a. select committee means the
bringing together, shall I say, of the op-

posing spirits, the Government and the
governors. With regard to the attitude
of those two bodies there is a consider-
able amount of vagueness. One member
who spoke said there had been no con-
sultation between the governors and the
Government, and another member said
there had been a consultation, and that
this Bill was the outcome.

Hon. Sir J. W. Hackett: Who said
there had been a consultation?

Hon. W, KINGSMIILL: I understood
the hion, member to say there had been
no consultation.

lon. Sir J. AV. Hackett: I have not
had any consultation with the Govern-
ment and I have not seen the Govern-
mient.

Hon. W. LUNOSTMILL: Quite so. On
the other hiand Mr. Cullen says that this
Bill is the ou1tcome of a consultation be-
tween the Government and the governors.
There is such an amount of mystery and
indefiniteness about this Bill-

Hon. J. F. Cullen: It is definite, so far
as it goes.

Hon. W. KINOSMILL: Then in my
opinion it does not go far enough. I
have already laid down my idea-it is
only an idea, but a v-eryv strong one with
me-as to the fonn this Bill should take,
namely, that it should have been a Bill
containing, first of all, a repeal clause;
secondly. an appropriation clause for the
payment of £1,060 per annum for three
further years.

lion. J. F. Cullen: That is already ap-
propriated.

Hon. W. KJNG&NILU: I would point
out to the lion. member that if a repeal
clause was put in the Bill that appropria-
tion would be wiped out.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: You would repeal
it and then re-enact it.

Hon. W. KINGS-MILL: Certainly, for
three years, and the Bill should contain
a further clause defining accurately the
attitude of the Government in regard to
the laud which the school may or may not
have a claim on. I think Parliament is
justified in asking that a definite measure
of that nature should be laid before it.
It would also be an admirable thing for
a select committee to consider the action
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of the Government with regard to retain-
ing control over a secondary school when
they already have a secondary school in
this City of Perth. Is it possible that the
Government are going to pass legislation
distinguishing between sections of thie
community in this manner; that they are
going to have one secondary school where
possibly high fees will be charged for
the children of the rich, and another se-
condary school, where no fees will be
charged, for the children of the poor7
Are they going to inaugurate this class
legislation? I am sorry indeed that the
Government did not consider this Bill
more carefully before it was drafted.
In my opinion there is every necessity
for the appointment of a select commit-
tee, and I will sulpport the motion.

Hon. D. G. GAWLER (Mletropolitan-
Suburban): I join in the debate merely
for the purpose of expressing my doubt,'
as one who has not followed closely the
ramifications of the parent Act and its
amendments, as to the exact position.
I would suggest that those who support
this amendment to refer the Bill to a
select committee cannot be said to be hos-
tile to the Bill, because in the main por-
tions of the measure there is a consider-
able doubt. The main portion of the
original Act was that -which gave the sub-
sidy to the school, prescribed the fees to
be charged, and dealt with the school's
property. The main portion of this Bill,
on the contrary, deals only with the right
of the school to charge fees, and with
the discontinuance of the subsidy, and the
measure leaves the question of the school's
property absolutely undecided. I cannot
understand how such a position can com-
mend itself to the governors of the High
School. We are told that the governors
agree with the attitude that the Govern-
ment have taken up.

Ron. A. Sanderson: They are not un-
animous on that.

Hon. D. G. GAWLE4R: Well, I will
assume that they are. But the public are
concerned to some extent in this Bill, and
speaking for a moment as a member of
the public, I would point out that the
question as to the ownership of the pro-
perty near Parliament House is abso-

lutely unsettled. I understand that
this is a reserve for the purposes
of a High School. Surely that
does not give lhe present High
School any rights over the round
at all. I understand that even the Colo-
nial Secretary does not go so far as to
say that the High School has at present
any definite existing rights in that piece
of land. Could not the present Govern-
ment or any future Government devote
that piece of land, not to the purposes of
this High School, but to some other high
school ?

The Colonial Secretary:- It was re-
served for the purposes of this High
School.

Hon. D. G. GAWLER: I understand
from the Colonial Secretary that the Gov-
emiunent propose to say to the High
School governors that if they erect a
building at a cost of £10,000 or £15,000
the Government will give them the land.
HOn. J. F. Cullen: Quite right.
Hon. D. G. GAWLER: But the next

Government might require a building cost-
ing £30,000 or £60,000. The whole ar-
rangement is most indefinite.

The Colonial Secretary: It, is not in-
definite at all.

Hon. D. 0. GAWLER: Well, I do not
think it is definite. 1 hope that in sup-
porting the amendment I shall not be
taken to be hostile to the High School,
for my one desire is that the whole matter
shall be cleared up.

The COLONI SECRETARY (Hon.
3. M%. Drew) : The hon. Mr. Sanderson
has moved for the appointment of a select
committee to report upon this Bill, but
neither he nor any other member who
has spoken in support of that course
has adduced one solitary argument in its
favour. I listened carefully to the mover
of the amendment and I am in consider-
able doubt as to what he sees in the Bill
to object to. I know that he is strongly
hostile to the Bill, and that the birth
of his hostility dates from the time he
met Mr. Connlly in the train. The
lion. member admits, that.

Hon. A. Sanaderson' : Certainly not,
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The

hon. member is hostile to the Bill, but
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why is Dot at all clear. Are the Goverit-
ment too generous, or are they not suffi-
ciently generotis?

Hon. W. Kingsmill: We do not know.
Hon. A. Sanderson : Why not state

it clearly in the Bill.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
is not necessary to put it in the Bill. This
is only a measure to amend a small por-
tion of the existing legislation. At this
stage it may be of interest to the House
to hear a pr6cis of the existing legislation
in regard to this school. The Perth High
School was established by a measure
passed in 1870, entitled "An Act to
make provision for the Higher Educa-
tion of Boys." That Act provided for
the appointment of a Board of Governors
as a body politic and corporate, with per-
petuial. succession. The financial obli-
galionq which the Government laid down
were that during the first three years
of the school's existence there should
be paid out of revenue sums of £C700,
£600, and £300 respectively, and there-
after yearly a stum equal to double the
amount of school fees received, not ex-
ceeding £500. This Act fixed a maximumin
fee which h~e governors could charge for
"impar-tiiig an exclusively secular edu-
cation." Further powers were con-
ferred on the Board of Governors in
1883, enabling them to -raise money on
mortgage;, and the number of governors
was fixed by the amending Act of 1892
at six, provision being at the time made
for- the periodical retirement of one third
of the members of the board annually.
F'ntil 1897 the Government subsidy
to the institution remained at £500,' but
was in that year increased to £1,000, at
which amount it now stands. That
is a brief summary of the existing
legislation. The High School Governors
are a corporate body with perpetual suc-
cession and with powers to mortgage.
Mr. Connolly stated that if this Bill was
passed there would be no Act in force for
the government of the school in future.
That is ridiculous. All the existing legis-
lation will continue to be in force except
the two sections that make it obligatory
on the part of the Government to contri-
bute £1,000 per annum, and place a re-

striction on the amount of the school
fees to be charged. There will continue
in operation all the machinery for the
government of the school, and it is only
right that the Government having so
much money and property invested in
this Hligh School should continue to ex-
ercise control over it as they have done
in the past. Mr. Connally stated that the
school should be allowed to continue
under fair conditions, but he made no,
attempt to say what he considered fair
conditions. Two or three hon. members
have spoken in enigma. I wish they
would state straight out what they wean.
if they wish fair conditions to be imposed
they should specify what they consider
to be fair conditions, otherwise the whole
thing is clouded in mystery.

Hon. A. Sanderson : It is.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY : Ex-

actly, it is like the lieu, member's
speeches. I know that lie is hostile to the
Bill, but for what reason I do not know.
Has there been any consultation between
the Government and the governors T
There has, quite a lengthy one, and the
result of that consultation was that all
parties were satisfied. The governors
met the Attorney General and the Pre-
mier and were perfectly satisfied then,
and so far as I know are perfectly satis-
fied now.

Hon. J. D. Connolly :That has been
denied by at least one of the governors.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Are
the governors unanimous I I do not know.
It does not concern us in the slightest.
becauise this grant has g-ot to go. If
it does not go in this way it may be dis-
continued inder less fair conditions. Mr.
Xingsmill saidl that the Bill was inde-
finite in the extreme, but he did not en-
deavour to say in what way. I hope the
Horise will not on the little evidence sub-
initted, allow this Sill to go to a select
committee.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result

Ayes .. . .13

Noes 9 . .

Majority for .. 4
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Arts.

Hon. B. M1. Clarke
Ron. H, P. Colebatch
Hon. J. D. Connolly
Hon. D. G. Gawler
Hon. V. Hameraley
lion. A. G. Jenkins
Hon. WV. Xlnmsrnll

Hon. R. D. Mc~enzie
H-on, M1. L Mors
Koo. W, Patrick
Ron. C. Sommers
Hon. Sir EA.Wittenoom
Hion. A. Sanderson

(Teller).

NOnS.
Ron. 3. F. Cullen
Ron. 7. Davis
Hon. J. B. Dodd
HOn. J. M1. Drew
Ron. Sir J. W. Hackett

Hron. R. T. Lynn
Hon. H. MoLarty
Hon. B. 0. O'Brien
Hon, R. 0. Ardagb

I(Teller).

Amendment thus passed; the select
committee appointed.

SUintg suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p ,m.

131L,-INDIJSTRtIAL ARBITRA-

TION.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the previous day.
Hon. WV. PATRICK (Central) : It is

somewhat disappointing to find that,
after hundreds of years of fighting on
the part of our forefathers and immedi-
ate predecessors to bring about freer and
better conditions among the people in
this and other countries, it should be
necessary to introduce a measure of this
kind to bring about what is called indus-
trial lieace. I do not believe in comupul-
sory arbitration. Notwithstanding the
fact that the name of Australia is being
repeated in the old country and in
America as a shining example of the suc-
cess of arbitration, I consider that up to
the -present arbitration has been a comn-
plete failure in Australia-in Western
Aus9tralia in common with the rest of the
Commonwealth. We will have an oppor-
tunity of discussing the Bill in Commit-
tee and of examining it clause by clause
and deciding whether we will agree to or
oppose various provisions, so that now I
merely intend to deal with the general
principles of the measure. I consider
that it would be a big mistake, in regard
to the constitution of the court, to dis-
pense with a judge and put a layman in
his place; but were it considered advis-
able to appoint a layman, it would be a
bigger mistake still to fix on a limited
period of, say, seven years; because from

the moment a president is appointed for
such a short period as seven years, be
would feel that his position was insecure,
and we could not possibly expect him to
sit and decide as independently as a
judge Of thle Su~premne CourL. I consider
that the provision of the present Act,.
having a judge of the Supreme Court, is
much better than the proposed amend-
ment. I am not so clear onl the matter
of whether it would he better to have
assessors, or twvo practically penuanent
men appointed by either party; that is
purely a matter of opinion; but, so far
as the president is concerned, I am quite
convinced it would be a big mistake not
to have a judge. The powers of the
court are something altogether too great.
As pointed out by Mr. Gawler, it is not
a court; it is really a hody appointed by
Parliament to carry out legislative duties,
instead of really administering an Act of
Parliament. This is the opinion of Mr.
W. H. Irvine, one of the ablest lawyers
in Australia-

The function of this so-called Arbi-
tration Court is not to determine righits
under the law at all, but to make the
law. It is a subordinate legislative de-
partment of government. I am not
sure that at the present moment it is
not one of the most important legisla-
tive departments in existence in Aus-
tralia.

I quite agree with that. There is no de-
partment outside Parliament that bas
such powers as are proposed to be given
to the Arbitration Court under this Bill,
and I find that, in the opinion of the law
authorities in this State, the po'wers OE
the court are even greater thnn we have
been given hitherto to understand. At
a meeting of the Australian Labour Fed-
eration last week, among other business,
there was a letter from the Hon. IV. C.
Angwin (Honorary 'Minister) replying
to a letter from the federation stating
that the Crown Law authorities advised
that the Arbitration Court had power to
limit the number of hours workers were
to be employed to less than those pre-
scribed in the Early Closing Act. But
that goes further than 11r. Irvine or
Mfr. Gawler indicate, because it ap-
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pears the court has power to vary
the conditions laid down in an Act
of Parliament. I consider these powers
are altogether too great to he in the
hands of anybody other than Parlia-
ment. This court is not only to have
othese. enormous powers, but it is only
open to a section of the community. In
another generation or less, the people
who go through our statute-book, assum-
ing that this Bill is carried as it is printed,
will be perfectly amazed at any Parlia-
ment in an intelligent community pro-
posing to give such powers; because it
leaves out a great proportion of the com-
munity from the supposed benefits andl
protection of the Act. The Act not only
limits its benefits to one section, but ap-
plies to all industries. The Bill appears
to he a great improvement on the present
Act in some matters, especially in rela-
tion to the penalties to be applied to both
employers and employees; still there are
some extraordinary clauses. For instance,
Clause 61 says-

When an industrial union of -work-
ers is a party to an industrial dispute,
the jurisdiction of the court to deal
with the dispute shall not be affected
by reason merely that no member of
the union is employed by any party to
the dispute or is personally concerned
in the dispute.

I do not intend to make any comment on
that. It is quite sufficient to read it to
show the monstrosity of it. Then we
have Clause III which says that any per-
son adjudged by the court to be guilty
of any contravention of Clause 105 shall
not be entitled to certain rights. Clause
105 refers to penalties for disobeying the
Act. Now Subelanse 3 of Clause 1-11
says-

No order shall be made subjecting an
offender to disabilities under this sec-
tion if such offender shall prove that
his offence was committed pursuant to
and in compliance with a resolution
passed by an industrial union or asso-
ciation whilst such offender was a mem-
ber thereof.

Possibly the Minister may be able to ex-
plain this away, and possibly he may
agree to delete it, but it seems to me to

enable any person to get out of any
penalty by a side wind. I do not suppose
that was, the intention of those who
drafted the Bill, hut that is the plain
intelgent meaning of it so far as I can
understand it.

Ron. 3. E. Dodd (Honorary Minis-
ter) -,Those are additional penalties.
There are other penalties provided.

Hon. W. PATRICK: There should be
no means of getting out of any penalty
if the Bill is to be of any use at nil. In
Clause .3 among other things "industrial
matters" are matters relating to the claim
of members of an industrial union of
workers to be employed in preference to
non-members. Again it is provided in
Clause 85, Subelause 1, paragranh (d),
that the court may-

Direct that as between members of
industrial unions of employers or
w orkers and other persons (not being
sons or daughters of employers) offer-
ing or desiring service or employment
at the some time preference shall, in
such manner as is specified in the
award or order, he given to such mem-
bers, other things being equal.

Now I amn entirely opposed to prefer-
ence to unionists. I think it is a
monstrous proposal that any section of
the community should he put in the posi-
tion that they may not ha able to get
work., It seems to me that it strikes at
the very root of all liberty, a thing we
are supposed to consider as democratic.
This measure is just as far away from
democracy as any measure can he, so far
as this preference to unionists is con-
corned. tUndcr the Bill the coutiL has
power to regulate wages and fix hours.
The court is not asked to consider whether
an industry catn afford to pay the wages,
and in no place in the Bill is it stated
whether the workers are to he capable
workmen in their special trades. There
is one gigantic assupmation throughout the
whole of the Hill, and throughout all
legislation of this character, namely, that
there is somewhere an unlimited fund
from which unlimited money may be
drawn to pay wages. This is a gigantic
delusion. As far as the ordinary mer-
-chant is concerned, as far as the ordinary
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business man is concerned, as far ais the
coxntractor is concerned, it does, not
trouble him for one moment, so long as
his contract has been made in advance,
what wages lie has to pay, whether it be
15s. or 20s. a day, so long as he can, wove
it on to the next man; but we ust re-
member that, rich as Australia is, there
is only a limited f und from which all pay-
ments can be made. It is a very -ample
matter to get at this fund. All one has
to do is to look at Mr. Kniblwe Year
Book, and find out the amount of wealth
that is created in Australia from year to
Year. Now who creates that wealth?
Whiceh portion of the community of Aus-
tralia creates that wealth? In 19l09, the
latest Year Book I can lay my hands onl-
and if there has been any alteration in
a later edition it will be found t) bie in
favour oif my argument-in 100- tine
aggregate wealth produced in Ausiralia
was £174,000,000 for -the whole re1ar, fo)r
the whole of tine Comnionwealtt.. That
is Mr. Knibhs' estimate. Of this amount
£M1,000000 was produced by the
graziers, the farmers and allied industries
such as dairying, bce-keeping, and
so onl. The mining industry produced
£C23,000,000, while £C40,000,000 was pro-
duced from manufactures. Now, so far
as the £111,000,000 and the £E23,00,000
are concerned it was undoubtedl1y a
gigantic sum) of money for such a small
community to produce; and there was
£40.000,000 added Io the wealth of the
country by manufactures. Now, there is
a great difference between the £40.000.000
produced by manufactures and the rest
of the millions created by the primary
industries. W&T all know that manufac-
turing in Australia is carried onl under a
highly protective tariff and that all the
manufactured goods produced in Aus-
tralia are for local consumption and lMcal
'ohisumption only. Thle result is that the

averageC manufactured article prodaced in
Australia is about double the price which
it would be if it were produced in com-
petition with the free markets of the
world. The position is this: that out of
£174,000,000 more than two-thirds of it
was genuinely produced by the primary
industries, the greater portion of -which
was produced by the graziers and

farmers. Now in this measure from be-
ginning to end-it applies to all indus-
tries of course-but from beginning to
end there is no consideration whatever
paid to the fact that while you can raise
wages as much as you like, so long as
people can get the money to pay them,
in manufacturing industries and in an
industry such as the timber industry, so
far as the local market is concerned,
so far as nine-tenths of the pro-
duee of the grazier and the agri-
culturist is concerned you cannot
raise the price by one farthning, The
wages of the primary producer cannot he
raised at all, and the necessary result is
that practically the whole burden of any
increased wages falls onl the backs of
those same primary producers. I am sure
thie average farmer, even in this State,
does not know how hie is victimised in a
great many cases. Let me give you an
example. This example has nothing to
do with party politics, for the money was
taken by the last Government, just as
by the present Government; but let me
shtow you how the Government of the-
State, through the Fremantle Harbour
Trust, encourage the farmer of Western
Australia. You all know that there is an
implement used by the farmers which is
called a reaper and binder. Hundreds
of these implements are sold in this
State. Now, these are the charges made
on a reaper and binder after it arrives
at Fremnantle from the outside world.
It is called eight tons. It really
weigohs but little more than half a
ton, but it is called eight tons
measurement, and the wharfage is Gs. a
ton. That amounts to £2 8s. The har-
bour rate is 4s., aud handling charges 3s.,
or a total of £2 15s. This represents the
landiiig charges on a reaper and binder
at Fremuantle. I may say the charge for
the same work in Melbourne is 2s. Gd.
That is how we encourage the farmer in
Western Australia; and when we are
dealing with a measure of this kind in
respect to which the farmer will be per-
factly helpless, and cannot ask any' more
for his produce, it is the duty of Parlia-
ment to see that the farmer is protected.
It is monstrous to say we should pass an
Act of Parliament to give special privi-
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leges to one portion of the community
which dose not produce a fraction of the
wealth of the community, and not take
into consideration at all the man who goes
into the wilderness and hews out and
develops a farm.

The Colonial Secretary: He is getting
a lot of State money to assist him.

lion. WV. PATRICK: I do not know
about that. 1 wet a fanner in Northamp-
ton a few days ago, who told tue that
he had received a notice from the Lands
Department-and I say he is one of the
finest settlers in the whole neighbourhood
-stating that be would he required to
pay his arrears of rent with five per cent.
added from the 31st December next.

The Colonial Secretary: For howv long
was lie in arrears?

Hon. W. PATRICK: He has only been
on the land two years; this is only his
second year.

The Colonial Secretary: I know the
case.

Hon. W. PATRICK: Well, it does not
matter whether the lender of the House
knows the case or not. I know the gentle-
man, and I am perfectly certain that he
would not make the statement unless it
was true. Of course it is quite possible
that if lie goes down on his knees to the
Minister for Lands the Minister may give
him a few months or a few years longer,
hut that condition of things should not
exist. He is in one of the dry areas
where they had nothing at all last year
for the reason that there was no rain.
The Bill, of course, covers the whole
business of the State from a tolly shop
to the biggest factory. The Bill controls
all industries. While talking on Lhe sub-
ject of the primary producer, I 'would
like to read a letter sent by Mr. Hughes
to the Inter-State Conference at Hobart,
in reference to the proposed demands for
an alteration of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth in order to give the Cow-
monwealth Government the additional
powers which they asked for a couple of
years ago. Mr. Hughes wrote-

Such alterations in the Constitution
as are necessary to give effect to the
new protection, that is to say, a fair
and reasonable wage to all workers, a

fair and reason able price to the con-
sumer.

Not a word about the man who produces,
not a word. He is not expected to be
taken into consideration at all, although
as a matter of fact, be is far and away
the most important citizen of the Corn
monweaith.

Hon. J. Cornell: Read thme whole of
that letter.

Hon. WV. PATRICK: If I did it would
not alter the position one bit. I am going
to read a quotation from the honourable
gentleman himself presently.

Hon. J. Cornell: You only read what
suits you. I was at the conference my-
self, and I know the contents of the
letter.

Hon. W. PATRICK: Mr. Hughes dia
not say that he had any special sympathy-
outside the consumer and the worker; yet
there are other workers besides the trades
unionists. I consider there is something
behind all this kind of legislation, and I
think Mr. Cornell gave us an inkling of
what is behind it. He said "political
action will go on until the workers get
whnt they are entitled to, na-mely, the
fair product of their labour." And
again, "We should always have before US
that high ideal which should characterise
the human family, namely, the fall pro-
duct of his labour to the labourer." And
he ade, mirabeic dicta, and contrary to
the spirit of this Bill, "and every oppor-
tunity to labour." Every opportunity to
labour is not given in this Bill, except
to a section of the community. Of course
those remarks of the hon. gentleman, if
they mean anything at all, mean the
creed which has been exploded by social-
ists such as Sydney Webb and Bernard
Shaw, and others of that school, a creed
exploded long ago.

Hon. J. Cornell: Bernard Shaw is not
an economist.

Hon. W. PATRICK: He is a
socialist. At any rate I do not
know that I need say any more at
the present moment. My main object in
rising was to draw attention to the fact
that the most important portion of the
people of the State, of the people of the
Commonwealth, are the producers, and
that this Bill cannot possibly help them
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in any way, We must always remember
that while the mining industry has been
dying, not only in this State but through-
out Australia, the farming industry has
been growing at a tremendous rate during
the last 15 or 20 years. I intend to sup-
port the second reading, but I shall also
support any amendments in the direction
I have indicated when the Bill is in Com-
mittee.

Hon. Sir E. H. WVITTENOOM
(North) : I am afraid I must undertake
what inevitably happens in a ease of this
description, namely, a certain amuount of
repetition, for I have listened to the many
admirable speeches which have fallen
from different lion. members, and it would
be impossible for me to address myself
to this question without, at all events,
repeating to some extent their arguments
and alluding to their references. In the
first place I would like to apologise for
what might have seemed to the leader of
the House last night an unseemly delay
of the work, but I take this opportunity
of assuring him that nothing of the kind
was intended. When the question was put
last night I waited for anyone to speak,
and feeling the question was to he put
I moved the adjournment. It was not my
fault, and I certainly apologise if I have
in any way delayed these proceedings.
Supposing we did delay these proceedings
to some extent, I am of opinion that
a Bill of this kind requires the most care-
ful and serious consideration. It is a most
important Bill, and certainly one of the
most important measures that must come
before this House. Anyone who has
studied it will find that a great many of
the clauses are exceedingly involved, and
there is in them a grood deal of what I
call insidious legislation, and unless one
reads them carefully he might pass pro-
visions for which in future he will be
sorry. I give a simple illustration by tak-
ingr Clause 111, which has been referred
to, and memxbers will find that the sting
is in the proviso. To make my argument
clear I will repeat it. The side note
reads-

Disability upon contravention of pre-
ceding provisions or wilful breach of
award or hgreement.

Under Subclause 3 it does not matter
what happens or -what action anyone takes
in connection with a strike or stoppage
of work, it distinctly says--

No order shall he made subjecting an
offender to disabilities under this sec-
tion if such offender shall prove that
his offence was committed pursuant to
and in compliance with a resolution
passed by an industrial union or associ-
ation whilst such offender was a mem-
ber thereof.

One might easily pass a clause of that
nature and think it very simple indeed.
Therefore I think a certain amount of
extenuation might be allowed us for tak-
ing time to consider this Bill very fully.

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minister)
Read that in connection with Clause 106.

Hon, Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: I have
read it in connection with a good many
clauses. We must remember that this Bill
has been introduced by a Labour party;
it has been passed entirely by a Labour
Assembly; it lies been dictated thoroughly
by the Labour party, and the whole of the
Bill is drawn in the interests of the
worker.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Some of the work-
ers.

Hon. Sir R. H. WITTENOOM:- I am
obliged for that interjection. Not the
slightest consideration whatever has been
gien for the other side. The employer
has been in no way considered, and the
whole of this Bill has been introduced
from one side only. I do not blame the
Government or the Labour party for in-
troducing measures which will give the
greatest benefits to their own party. I
think perhaps they are to be credited for
it, from their point of view they think
they are doing right, but that is not what
I call thorouigh legislation. I once had
the fortune, or misfortune to belong to a
Government; I was a member of the For-
rest Government for some four ,years.
Sonic members may have heard of that
Government. Just fancy what would have
been thought if that Government had
brought in preference to non-unionists I
But what did that Government do? They
brought in ten or a dozen first-class mea-
urea in the interests of labour, when they
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had anl almost greater majority in the As-
semubly than there is of Labour members
iii that House at the present time. These
measures included extension of the fran-
chise, workmen's compensation, employ-
ers' liability, early closing, and all sorts
of legislation when Labour had about
seven representatives in that Chamber.
What do we find now? When there is a
tremendous majority in another place, a
Bill is submitted that considerA only
one section of the community. Under
these circumstances, does it not behove
members of this Chamber to take the
greatest time to consider the Bill? floes
it not behove the representatives of the
various industries in this country to con-
sier the matter thoroughly from another
point of view-consider it from the other
side? Can we be blamed for doing so?
We have been blamed. I do not think
we should allow that to carry any weight,
but we should consider this measure very
thoroughly. In connection with the Gov-
ernment, there are members in this Cham-
ber representing wvhat is known as the
Labour party; there has been no secrecy
about it. There are several members in
this House who say they have come here
to represent the Labour party. Well I
represent the working man as much as
anybody. On the other hand, I suppose
there is no man who represents so much
capital in Western Australia to-day as I
do, and therefore ] think I have a.s much
right to defend and look to the interests of
the capitalists as these representatives have
to look to the interests of Labour, and my
efforts shall be of the most friendly and
amicable that I can imagine to meet them
and try to arrange something that will
be mutually convenient for both. It is
impossible for us to allow a Bill to go
through which legislates for one side en-
tirely; we must look at the other side.
No one realises more than I do that capi-
tal is dependent upon labour, and I need
hardly argue the point that labour is de-
pendent to some extent on capital;.I think
each is interdependent, and as I have
always said if we can possibly get the
two to work together that is what we
should try to achieve. It is no doubt a
difficult question where one is trying
for extreme points and one is try-

ing for the medium. It is rather
difficult but as Nye represent the mned-
iurn we hope the extreme points will
try to arrange matters with us. Of course
there arc some sections of the community
-who seem to think there should be no
workers, and there should be no capita-
lists, aind that there should he a perfect
elysium, but, unfortunately, the Creator
of the world seems to have destined that
a certain number of men should be emn-
ployers and a eertnin number workers,
and as long as that state of affairs con-
tinnes I am afraid we shall have to re-
g-ulate and try to work matters between
both. It is impossible to alter these con-
ditions at present, and until they are al-
tered it is as well to try to battle with
the difficulties we have in view.

Hon. J. Cornjel: Present conditions
were not preordained.

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: I can-
not hear what.the hon. member says, and
therefore cannot answer him. I am sorry
Mr. Moss is not here that I might con-
gratulate him on the thorough manner in
which he grasped and elucidated the de-
tails of this Bill. I think it is a great
advantage to us to have a manl who takes
so much trouble to make himself thor-
oughly conversant with everything con-
tined in a Bill, and tgoes into the details
as hie does. I congratulate him on the ad-
mirable speech lie made, and thank him
on behalf of those interested for the
amount of time lie must have given to
compile it. I also had ihs, pleasure of
listening to the speech of the Honorary
Minister, and I must say he was exceed-
ingly temperate. I do not think he was
enthusiastic about it; he certainly anti-
cipated a lot of criticism, if not oppo-
sition. I conclude from his own words
that he judged that would be the result.
He said, "I know members of the Cham-
ber who are firmly opposed to arbitration
in any shape or form." I do not know
which members be was referring to, but
I quote his remarks to prove my state-
ment that he anticipated criticism if
not opposition. I can only say on be-
half of myself that I intend to exercise
may right of criticism, and I am going
to criticise this measure when we get
into Committee; but I will try to help,
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the hon. member to place before the State
of Western Australia a Bill which will
he satisfactory to all portions of the
eommunity. Whatever opposition I may
offer to this Bill, or anyone else for that
matter, it will be immediately said that
it was due to the Bilt having been intro-
duced by a Labour Government. That is
what was said before. Indeed I can give
a much more recent utterance; P think it
was yesterday when Mr. Dodd said some
opposition which was noticed was simply
the outcome of opposition to the present
Government. On this occasion I assure
members that it would not matter what
government was in power, whether the
Wilson government, the Forrest govern-
ment, or the Fisher government, or any
other; whatever government introduced
a Bill of this description, it would have
my criticism. I hope it will not be put
down in any way to the fact that this
Bill has been introduced by a Labour
Government. That has been said be-
fore, and I believe last session I was
wrongfully accused of having contributed
to the downfall of the Arbitration Bill;
in fact, it is repeatedly said that this
Chamber threw out that measure. Every-
one in this Chamber knows that that is
absolutely incorrect; this House did not
throw it out. This House accepted the
second reading;, it did its best to amend
the measure and was so successful that
it got down to almost three small. points.

Hon. J. Ft Cullen: Down to two points.
Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOO'M: Those

in opposition gave way in every possible
direction and fortunately for the Gov-
ernment we held out on one, which en-
abled the Government to say they would
not have the Bill and to blame the Legis-
lative Council for having thrown it out.
T think they were exceedingly astute in
doing that, but I will not say they wero
correct because one or two of the clauses
which contributed to the downfall of the
Bill had nothing whatever to do with
strikes. They were not affected by the
question of strikes in the smallest way,
and I think the Government considered
it a godsend that they had an opportunity
to refuse the measure. I hope they will
not take the same lines on this oca-

sion. I did everything I could on the last
occasion to get the Bill passed, and I
will do the same on this occasion. I am
always accused when I say anything in
opposition to Labour that my opposition
is solely due to the fact that I am sup-
posed to resist anything brought down
by the Labour party. I do not want to
retort and say is quoque, but I might al-
most say with regard to Mr. Dodd that
if he wore spectacles as I do-fortunately
he is much younger-they were entirely
union spectacles. I feel certain that if the
hon. member were to die and if a post-
mortem examination were to be held we
would find "unionism" written across his
heart. I do not blame him. He has made
unionism- a great success and he has done
a great deal of good, and I am always
one of those who say that unless a inanis
enthusiastic, whether he be right or
wrong he will never be successful. Some
of the best things io this world have been
done by fanatics, the best remedies and
the greatest inventions are put down to
people who have been half cranky. Un-
less a man is thoroughly enthusiastic he
will never be successful and I must say
of the lion, gentleman that he is bound
uip in unionism and he has made a success
of it. But I would implore him to look
at it from another point of view. I
look at things from the union point of
view. Let the hon. gentleman look at
them from the employers' or the capi-
talist's point of view and then we shall
join issue and get something for both
parties. I always say the employer
ought to receive some sort of recognition.
Let me take one point in connection -with
this Bill, and that is preference to union-
ists. It sounds splendid, and the men
naturally say what a grand scheme.
These unionists who have worked up
things and who have improved the state
of the workers all say, let us have pre-
ference to unionists. But what does it
mean? It sounds as if everyone shouldl
get inito a union, pay so much, and de-
rive all the advantages from it. That of
course would be a splendid arrangemnent,
but the secret of preference to unionists is
that unless you are a uniontist you cannot
get work, and consequently -you must join
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a union. and once you are in you are
-" political thing, you must vote as You
ate told, and so carry the political side
of the question- That is what I say pre-
ference Io unionists means. They get you
into a union and once there -you have to

vote in such a wvav as the union dic-
tates.

Hon. .1. Cornell: The Labour party
have been successful withiout preference
to unionists.

Hon. Sir E. B. WITTENOOM: Then
what do you want to bother about it for'?
I would suggest [lint if we are to have
these socialistic matters, if everything is
to be carried from a socialistic point of
view, ats Mr. Cornell would like it to be,
I would make a suggestion to him which
I hope hie will accept. Let him take over
the Northern Territory. You all say it
is'good for the white man and that he
can live there; well, take it and let every
socialist go there; let them start in bus-
iness there, let there be no wages, no Pay,
no masters, no employees; everyone to
share alike. There would be an elysium
for hon. members!

Hon. J. Cornell: What about those
who would be left behind to work out
their own salvation?

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOI: The
party left behind might be sad, but there
might he some compensations. What I
have suggested I think is a splendid idea,
because the Federal Government are go-
ing to make an awful mess of the North-
ern Territory. If the socialists of Aus-
tralia take it over they will not find it
too hot because they say that white men
can live there. I have interests up there,
but I would willingly hand them over.

Hon. J1. E. Dodd (Honorary, Minister):
You are only anxious to get rid of them.

Hoan. Sir E. U. WITTENOOM : No.
they are a pay- ing concern. I offered to
sell the Colonial Secretary some cattle
the other day from there, but passing
from joking to seriousness, I really must
take very strong exception, first of
all to the appointment of the pres-
ideal of the court, secondly to prefer-
ence to unionists, and then to
thle question of grading. I come to the
appointment of president. Will any

man tell tme that he would expect a per-
son to do justice to a position of this
kind, a person who may be picked out
from anywhere and put in there for
seven years, knowing that at the end of
That time if he did not give satisfaction
to the party to which he belonged that his
appointment would cease? Is it reason-
able to expect that we can get fair play
from anything of that kind? Then we
find that not only do they' want to take
the Power to make the selection from any
Tom, Dick or Harry and appoint him
president, but they give him no jurisdic-
tion wvhatever; in fact I think I ought to
say they give him every jurisdiction. It
is unlimited jurisdiction, and the conse-
quence is he has no laws to guide hint.
le is a law to himself. Mr. Patrick just
now quoted from a speech made by 'Mr.
Irvine, and I am going to quote from it
also, but to a greater extent to showv
exactly how we put a luau outside Par-
liament if we appoint him on the lines
proposed in the Bill. This is what AMr.

Irvine says in speaking about the Ar-
bitration Court-

The reason of its failure is that it is
not a court at all. I am not saying
anything wvhatever in criticism of the
president of the court. You cannot
make a thing a court by calling it a
court. You cannot make functions
judicial by calling the place where they'
are administered a court. Judicial
functions and the functions of the
court are those which determine the
rights nder the law between partie.
There must be law before we can de-
termine any rights between parties.
The function Of this so-called arbitra-
tion court is not to determine rights
tinder the law at all, but to make law.
It is a subhordinate legislative depart-
nient of government. I am not sure
that at the present moment it is not
one of the most important legislative
departnments in existence in Australia.
What it does is legislation. It is not
a court. I think I shall be able to show
that a large proportion of the trouble
which has arisen is due to that fact.
I should like to read a few remarks
from a competent authority to show
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that the work is really not the work of
a court at all .. ..... Here we
have something which is not a court,
bu-t which is as much a legislative body
not in determining rights under the
law, but in determining the conditions
tinder which people are to be allowed
to enter into contracts. as any other
that could be mentioned. This is pure
legislation.

Now we get the authority of no less a
person than Justice Higgins. He says-

It is the function of the Legislature,
not of the Judic.iary to deal with social
and economic lproblems; it is for the
Judiciary to apply, and when neces;-
sary, to interpret the enactments of the
Legislature. But here, this whole con-
troversial problem, with its grave
social and economic bearings, has been
c.ommitted to a Judge who is not, at
least directly, responsible, and who
ought not to be responsive to public
opinion. Even if the delegation of
ditty sho0uld be successful in this case,
it by no means follows that it will he
so hereafter. I do not protest against
the difficuilty of the problem, but
against the confusion of functions-
against the failture to define, the shunt-
ing of legislative responsibility. It
wotuld be almost as reasonable to tell
a court, to do what is "right" with re-
gard to teal estate, and yet lay down
110 laws or principles for its guidance.
Ron. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minis-

ter) : Where (lid Justice Higgins make
that speech?

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENQOM1: It is
a quotation given in the Commonwealth
Parliamentary debates, of 10th July, 1912.

Hon. J. Cornell: But Justice Higgins
never made it.

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTE ROOM: We
see from that the danger of giving men
unlimited powers. I am with you in
giving these powers, but I say that you
must select the right man, and the only
man that I see who can be selected is a
judge of the Supreme Court, who has, nn
appointment for his life; but when you
appoint a man from here, there, and
everywhere, who knows that when seven
years are up and he has not given satis-

faction to whatever party he belongs he
will have to go, how can yoiu expect him
to do justice to the position I I do not
think the matter will stand reasoning for
five minutes,

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minis-
ter) : Can you tell us5 where Justice Hig-
gins made that speech you quoted?

Hon. Sir E. 'H. WITTENOOM: If the
hon. member does not mind waiting until
to-morrow, I will send a wire to find out.
t think it was in the first case he had to
decide, the King vt. McKay. Mr. Irvine,
who quoted the speech, does not say
where lie got it from, but I think it was
piortion of Mr. Justice Higgins' judg-
ment. Now I come to the next question
and that is preference to unionists. I
have spoken so strongly on that that I do
not think I need say any more about it.
I do not think there should be prefer-
enee to unionists. My opinion is everyone
should be able to do just as he pleases
Next I comne to the question of grading,
and I do not think, from the remarks of
the Honorary Mlinister, that even he has
quite cleared this matter tip. Mr. Dodd
said-

In reference to the grading of 'work-
ers. may I be allowed to say that in my
opinion grading does not necessarily
mean that the eourt is going to grade
every eniployee somewhat differently.
I think T can best explain it by giving
an instance in the industry which I
know best, the mining industry. In
that industry there are what are called
mullockers, and they are engaged in
different kinds of work. One may be
trucking from a shoot and anotbehx'
may be trucking from what is called
a dead end. Now, in the dead end,
the work is much more laborious than
trucking from a shoot, and what I
would term grading in eonnection with
mullockers is that the court may order
that more shall be paid to the mul-
locker trucking from a dead end than
to the man trucking from a shoot, as
is already done by many managers at
the present time,

If the English language expresses any-
thing it is that grading means that the
court shall interfere with individual
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'workers, and I take it f rom the wording
~of the Bill itself that such is so. I was
kinder the impression at first-many peo-
ple outside have asked me howv this grad-
ing applies-and many are under the
impression that grading is simply up-
plied by an award of the Arbitration
Court, but I gather from reading the
clause that it goes further. The clause
says-

The court may by any award pro-
vide for the classification or grading
of workers employed in any industry
to which the award applies.

It plainly infers that this grading shall
come afterwards, not at the time the
court makes the award, because it dis-
tinctly infers that it shall only be applied
after the award. Tinder these circum-
stances I am afraid I shall not be able
to support that.

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary M1inis-
ter):- That is not the intention at all
events.

H-on. Sir E. H. WVITTENOOM: I am
glad to hear that. We agree in this Bill
that the court shall say what is a dispute,
and I do not intend to object to that.
We also say that the court shall have the
absolute right of saying what shall be
the mininmumn wage, hut to say what shall
be given to Tom, Dick and Harry is sim-
ply taking- myv money and dictating how
it shall be spent. I do not think that
the hon. members who support the Gov-
ernment would be in favour of that if
they were large employers of labour.

Hon. J1. Cornell: If the theory is
sound on the minimum it is sound on the
maximum.

Rion. Sir E. H. WITTENOOMk: But
this is a question of grading, and whit
right has anyone to come in and say that
this mnan is to have so much and another
ymin so much more?

Hon. J1. Cornell: What right have we
to say that there shall be a minimum?

Hon. Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: We
do not say that there shall be a mini-
mium; the court says that. But the bion.
member wants to walk into a business
and say to the proprietor "You have 20
men employed and your minimum is 10s.;

give Brown 12e., Jones 18s. and somne-
body else M0s.," and so on.

Hon. J. Cornell: It will not apply 10
individuals; it will apply to the work.

Hon Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: There
aire some other amendments which I shall
not deal with now hut will leave to tho
Committee stage. I would suggest, how-
ever, some additions which could he made
to the Bill, For instance, every ballot
in a union should be a secret ballot.
Wherever a ballot is taken on the ques -
tion of knocking off work it should be a
secret one, and there should also be a
provision giving tlie right to 'every man
who is in) a union to resign without being
penalised. So far as I can understand,
once a man joins. a union and does not
choose to vote as the leaders dictate, he
has to go out. He goes, say, to my shear-
ing shed and I put him on at picking up
wvool; immediately the shearers say "We
cannot work with him because he was
kicked out of a union. If you continue
to employ him we will knock off work."
I have to say to the man "You wvill have
to go." He goes to another person's mine
and is given employment there, but again
the miners object to working with him
for the same reason, and that poor devil
has no hope of getting a living. No one
will work with him because he would not
vote tie way he was told in the union.
TIe has no freedom whatever. To cor-
reet that state of affairs a clause should
be inserted in. the Bill providing that
there shall be no victimisation of those
who choose to leave the unions. There is
a great deal of protection in the Bill
for the agitators and organisers oif
uinions in case any employer should think
that he could do without the services of
those men, but if a worker does not
choose to vote with his union he is bun-
died out and there is no protection fnr
liiii.

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minister)
That is not a fair statement.

Hon Sir E. H. WITTENOOM: At
any rate, we will make it clear, so that
if anything does happen we will know
where we stand. As I have said before,
the Bill has a lot of irreconcilable pro-
visions, but as wve are all actuated by the
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dIesire to get a workable measure I hope
that in Committee we shall be able to
make these provisions work together.
I ant always afraid that compulsory

arbitration can hardly be a success be-
cause we can never stop men from strik-
ing. W"e can never compel men to work.
Compulsion means one of two things,
either we can fine a man and wake him
lose the little money lie has gathered to-
gether, or wve can put him into gal and
thus he loses his character and reputation.
The employer ats a rule has something to
be fined, which he has probably gathered
together with a great deal of difficulty;
therefore, he is bound to carry out an
asward, but the worker-I say it without
any intention of giving offence-inD a
great many cases has not much; lie cannot
be fined, and therefore the only alterna-
tive would be to send him to gaol. Of
course no one wants to send him to gal,
and probably in many eases if hie wvent to
gal he would not mind it much, because
after all, he has not committed a Crime.
He is in much the same position as the
Irish rebels who used to glory in being
sent to Western Australia. because they
considered that they had been doing what
was; right and were martyrs to a good
cause. How then are we going- to compel
these men to~carry out an awvard~? Sup-
pose men go to the court and the court
-says "You ask for 10s. and we give you

S.:the men can say "W~e will not take
ii." How are wve going to compel them to
do so? It cannot be done, and therefore
the whole thing is lopsided. 'Mr. Cornell
stated that what is in this Bill is the miii-
mnum of what the unions% will accept. and
if the hlouse does not choose to acepelt it
all, the Bill will be I brown out and the
Government will bring in another measure
to repeal the A rbitrat ion Act tha t is now
in ex iste, ie. There is uiol hinRg like plin
sp eakin1g. and as wye know exactly what
we are opl againist we shall have to wor k
a ntler tho.;e thlreats. personally. I shall
do the best I (.an to get at workable Bill.
I ant not very enthusiastic as to whether
we shall have a settlement or not: in-
deed. I ani not quite sure that the Gov-
ernmnent altogether want a settlement. I
van, Lardlyv believe that any Government
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who wanted a settlement of this matter
would bring down a lopsided Bill like
this in which the employer is not con-
sidered at all. Perhaps they have left the
measure in the rough for this House to
improve. Aly own opinion is that the
views of the Government are given with a
vecry big smile on their faces, and they
will naturally say to th~mstelves, "It will
be a great advantage to the Government
if the Bill is passed, and a very great dis-
advantage to those on the other side if
it is not passed." I shall have very much
pleasure in supporting the second read-
ing, but I shall reserve to myself the
right to endeavour to make a few amend-
mnents when the Bill gets into Committee.

Hon. W. ICINGSMTILL (Mletropoli-
tani) :I t seems to me that if this Bill is
fortunate enough to pass its second read-
ing it w~ill be due to a series of acts of
self-abnegation on the part of hon. memn-
hers, who have come forward and con-
demned the principle of compulsory in-
dustrial arbitration without mercy. The
second reading debate of this Bill is a
Kort of political altar upon which each
member, striding forward with timid steps
in some eases, and in other cases boldly,
has laid his little bundle of votive offerings
of energy towvards the Bill and has agreed
to accept the principle. So far as I amt
concerned, I intend to support the second
reading, because I (10 believe in the prin-
ciple of compulsory industrial arbitra-
tion as much as I believe in any other
proposed solution of this difficulty. The
late Government, I understand, had it in
mind to introduce a system of wages
boards. A system of wages board, which
after all is more a system of prevention
thin of cure, has already practically been
tried in this State in the p~rovision which
exists in the present Act for boards of
conciliation.

Hon. JI. F. Cullen: That is not a fair
tIn.al of xvages boards.

Hon. W. KINOSMILL: It ay not
be a fajir trial of wages boards.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: The two things are
entirely different.

Hon. W. KlN(SMIL~L: The wawK'
board., and] conciliation boards are both
sYsteiP of p revention rallier thiant of cure.
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but so little advantage has been taken by
the general public and those interested in
the system of prevention that has been
offered to them, that I am rather inclined
to believe that the present principle un-
derlying the Bill which is now before us
is more likely to be operative for good
than the one which has been disregarded.
At all event;, the people of Western Aus-
tralia, have indicated their preference in
no uncertain manner, and I personally
feel inclined to give the wishes of the
people of Western Australia some little
consideration in this respect. The whole
principle of dealing with industrial dis-
putes is due, as M~r. Dodd has said, to the
growing collectivism of the community,
and f rom what that hon. gentleman did
not say, as much as from what he 'did say,
I understood him to be rather rejoiced
that this collectivism is coming about.
Personally, I do not know that this is a
matter which we can vecry much congratu-
late ourselves upon. It seems to me that
the great things of the world have been
achieved by those who were, above every-
thing, non-collectivists, and that this state
of affairs has come about that those who
are not collectivists, working men per-
haps many of them, -who -will find them-
selves excluded from the ring fence
through the preference in this Bill, will
find it impossible to live in a country
which has reached such a state of indus-
trial development as Western Australia
has reached; they will have to seek fresh
fields and pastures green where their in-
dividualism will not be looked upon by
their fellow workers as a crime but rather
as a proof of their force of character and
originality.

Hon. J. Cornell: Then they will have
to go to the Northern Territory.

Ilon. W. KINOSMILL: That interjec-
tion brings back to my mind an experi-
ment of a few years ago when gentlemen
of the type of the hon member-

Hon. J. Cornell: I do not accept that.
Rion. WI. KINGSTWILL: Perhaps I am

paying the hon. member too high a com-
pliment. I refer to the time when a num-
ber of gentlemen handed together and se-
lected in Paraguay that settlement known
as New Australia. They started undr-

the happiest auspices to give practical
effect to those very theories which the bon.
gentleman is so fond of voicing in this
Chamber. And 'what do we find? That
cursed individualism crept in again, not
altog-ether for the bad, sometimes for the
good, that certain men objected to doing
what were their socialistic duties, and that
one by one human nature asserted itself
among them, and the last end of that
settlement was a thing to he remembered,
a thing to be thought of, an example to
be avoided.

Hon. J. E. Dodd (Honorary Minister):
They were not socialists.

Hon. W. KINGSM1ILL: It is so very
difficult to define what Socialism is. They
called themselves socialists; they labouredi
under the delusion that they were social-
ists. Perhaps some of those inl this House,
are not socialists. I know that the Labour
party ate not socialists. They are far
from it, because the Labour party must
have something to live onl, whereas the
socialists say they can live on one an-
other.

Ron. J. Cornell: You are labouring
under the delusion that you are an indi-
vidualist.

Hon. W. KING3SMILL: Perhaps so.
but at the present moment I am nut dis-
cussing my own delusions. q1 am discus-
sing those of the hon. member. The Bill
is very little improvement on the present
measure. The aim of the hon. gentleman
who introduced it is, I understand, to do
away with those alleged technicalities
which makes access to the Arbitration
Court so very difficult, but I think
those technicalities are more appar-
ent than real. If hon. members
have studied the history of arbi-
tration in this State they will see that
the technicalities which have been in-
volved have been only one or two. The
principa technicality has, been that which
centres around the definition of the word
"industry," and I would be very glad to
see that technicality swept out of exist-
ence. If we are to accept the principle
of arbitration-and I accept it in default
of anythinar hetter-then undoubtedly we
should not, either by the interpretation
of terms in, the Acet, 1r in any Other way.
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place any obstacle in the way of -people
aproachiag the Arbitration Court. The
definition of "industry" is more satisfac-
tory than that which has hitherto existed;
but T do not see why thie word "industry"
should be defined; it is unnecessary. We
could leave it to a court fairly constitui-
ted. I am not saying that the court pro-
posed in the Bill is fairly constituted, hut
I think we may leave to a court fairly
constituted the definition of the word "in-
dustry," always recognising that the pro-
ceedings of the court are to be conducted
according to the principles of common-
sense and equity. I understand that
nder this Bill the court itself has to de-

cide as to whether a dispute exists, or
whether it does not. The present court so
far as I have been able to ascortain.froin
reading the records of it, having had
occasion some little time back to make a
study of it, while it has decided that no
dispute existed, still it has gone on to try
the merits of a dispute which did not exist.
So in that respect the technicalities of
the Act have not affected the court being
approached by either party. Now, with
-regard to the proceedings of the court,
I had occasion a little time back to make
acquaintance with its proceedings, and
nothing more refreshingly non-dignified
than the proceedings of this court it has
never been my good fortune to run
against. Indeed, it reminded me of what
proceedings would be in Committee of
the House if there were no Standing
Orders, and if members were allowed to
speak as often as they liked, and, if
ncessary. two at a time. It seemed every-
body had an opportunity of laying his
ease before the court, and the only matter
that surprised me was that some of the
more interested spectators did not join
in the proceedings. There is one thing
1 think wherein the House should be very
carefuil in regard to this Bill, and that
is with regard to the initiation of dis-
putes. I think it cannot be too clearly
laid down that disputes, which seek to
be adjudged before this court. should be
initiated, not by the union, hut by rlz-
aggrieved individuals. I have had in-
stances of this in the past. I could name
two or three instances where little bodies

of workers who have been going on eon-
tentedly, well satisfied with their lot,
have been approached by unionists, and,
through a false sense of shame, hzave been
dragged into disputes, sometimes to their
disadvantage, so that their last stage was
worse than the first. In the interests of
the workers, then, it is necessary that Lbs
initiation of disputes should be left to
aggrieved individuals, and not to indus-
trial combinations. Now, with regard to
the constitution of the court, the same
proposition is made in this Bill as was
made in the Bill which wns considereil
by this Chamber last session-that power
should be given to the Government to
appoint the president, who need not be
a judge oftthe Supreme Court. I take it
this power wvould not be sought by the
Government if they 'had not in contem-
plation the appointment of such a per-
son. I would object to that proposition,
whether it came from this Government or
from any other Government. However
fairly they might intend to act there must
be a certain amount of unconscious bias;
that which appears good to thema may
appear bad to their opponents, and that
which appears fair-minded to them may
appear prejudiced to those politically op-
posed to them. That being so, if the
person is not to be a judge of the Sup-
retire Court,' I do not think the appoint-
ment should be in the hands of this Gov-
ernment or any other Government. I am
not wedded to the principle that the judge
of the court should be a judge of ie
Supreme Court, but I am wedded to the
principle that the appointment should he
made by no political body. I would sug-
gest-of course it goes without saying
that the suggestion would not be accepted;-
because we know practically what is going
to happen to the measure; we know, as
Mr. Cornell, no doubt inspired, has toll
us, "This is the minimum to be accepted;
onie alteration and the Bill goes out; and
then good-bye to the principle of arbi-
tration.

Hon. J. Cornell :Not on detail.

Hon. W. KINOSMIU1LL: Would the
hon. member call this aL details I see
that the hon. member is too cautious
to answer. Things the alteration of
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which suit him will be detail; things
the alteration of which will not suit
him, will be classed as principle. But I
ain not paying so much attention -to Mrx.
Cornell as I do to Mr. Dodd, because
Mr. Dodd said practically the same thing
that if any alteration were made in
the Bill which rendered it unpalatable
to the Government: he would like to see
the present Act repealed and a return
to the state in which we found ourselves
before this war for arbitration began. I
should be sorry to see that. I should be
sorry to think that the Government re-
gard this Arbitration Bill as on a par
with the laws of the Medes and Per-
sins, unalterable. I should be sorry
to think that this Chamber exists for
not hing industrially. I hope that a more
reasonable frame of mind wvili exist
when the Bill goes through Committee.
and that the Government wvill be pre-
pared to accept some alterations. I look
)lpon some alterations as inevitable,
wvhethch they be alterations in detail or
alterations in principle. As I was, about
to remark, I would suggest that if the
president is not to be appointed by the
Government a very fitting body to ap-
point him would be the judges of the
Supreme Court themselves. If the Gonv-
ernment decided to appoint a layman
they should abrogate their right of ap-
pointment and place it in the hands of
a body of men who would be unpre-
judiced and unbiassed politically.

Hon. F. Davis : What peculiar fitness
would they have for the taskt

Hon. W. KIhTGSMIL: I may ask
what peculiar fitness the Government have
for the task?

Hon. F. Davis : just as much, if nort
more.

Ron. W. KINOGSMILL:. The Gov-
ernment Admittedly represent one class
only of the parties to the disputes to
be set tled before this ver 'y court. I ad-
mit thie same argument applies to a Gov-
ernment which may he in power repre-
senting the Liberal party. Though they
mnay be taken to a lesser extent, I think,
stil they may be taken as representa-
tive of one party only to the very dis-
putes which may be initiated and have

to be tried before this court. It is a
monstrous thing that of those who are
parties to disputes one only of those
parties should have the power of ap-
pointing the man in whose hands is
placed the decision of these disputes.
Now, with regard to the two principles.
which are likely to cause most trouble
in Committee, that of gradinu,, and that
of preference to unionists, the attitude
of the Government towards the grading
principle is somewhat peculiar. I under-
stand that under the Public Service Act
the court of appeal endeavoured to) take
unto itself the very power which the
Government now propose to place in
the hands of a court of their own crea-
tion, the power of grading; yet the Gov-
erment, in the case of the civil servants
objected mosqt strenuously. Why, then,
do We find them so wedded in the case
of the workers to this principle unless
it is that as they have created it so they
may expect the court to make things
quits absolutely and entirely their own
Wvay? R seems to me their attitude on
these two questions, which have a very
distinct analogy one to the other, is ex-
tremely contradictory; and I wait -with
interest the reply of the lion, member
in charge of the Bill, if he thinks this
subject worthy of discussion. Then,
again, -we find that this court, which may
he composed of one layman as president
and t-wo partisans as ordinary members,
may form itself into a court of summary
jurisdiction from which there is no ap-
peal.

Hon. J_ E. Dodd (Honorary Minis-
ter) : Is there no appeal from a court of
summary jurisdiction I

Ron. W. KINOSMILL: Being made a
court of summary jurisdiction does not
destroy its capacity as an arbitration
court. If it does, there -would not be the
slightest objection; but that is not so; it
is first and last a court of arbitration.
However, I hope the Bill will be made
clear on the point so that if the court. sits
as a court of summary jurisdiction an
appeal should be permitted. There is a
good deal of difference of opinion as to
the appearance of lawyers in this court;
and as to the necessity for including the
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rules of evidence and doing away with
most of the ordinary procedure of courts.
I am not inclined to draw such sharp
distinctions as members of the legal pro-
fession always appear to be wishful to
draw between the lay mind and the legal
mind. Perhaps it is due to the instinct
of self-preservation and self-protection
that they wish to draw this distinction;
but while I admit there are differences,
honestly I cannot say I am always of
opinion that the fact of a man being
admitted to the Bar puts him, so to
speak, on a plane apart from his fellow
creatures, which is sought to be done.
And, as regards the rules of court, I think
those rules are very like the rules of our
debates. They are the product of ages
of consideration, of vast accumulated ex-
perience of the courts, and we do ill if
we adopt a system which seeks to do
without them. By people who do not
understand the reason for them the
Standing Orders and rules of Parlia-
ment are looked upon as so much red
tape, so much useless procedure, so much
pomp and flummery; but when the
history of these matters is examined it is
generally found that underlying each
and every rule there is some very good
reason. And so it is, I think, with the
rules of evidence. It seems to rme that the
rules of evidence were not created for any
idle purpose, but in order that good
evidence might be sifted from bad, and
that as little bad evidence, as little
irrelevant evidence as possible, should be
tendered, and that the evidence submitted
should be good and to the point. The
argument that this court is not a court
has been used very much dur-
ing the debate. I think, after all,
that is more a question of ter-
miinology than anything else. I
think, in fact, it is a splitting of straws.
We must remember that this court has to
deal with one of the most complicated
problems, one which is the most varie-
gated in its aspects which it is possible
for any court to decide. Therein lies the
reason why rules cannot be adopted as
a guide for the court; I think that is a
reason for the obloquy in this connection
which has been showered on this Court of
Arbitration. I do not care much whether

you call it a court or a subo.-dinate,
branch of the Legislature; it matters very
little so long as it tries the cases sub-
mitted to it satisfactorily and sensibly
to the parties concerned. One word as
to the most important part of tis Bill,
namely the possibility of making a dis-
tinction between the industrial aspect of
unionism and its political aspect. In
spite of the fact than hon. members often
say it is impossible to separate these two
aspects, it seems to me it is not impos-
sible, that in the minds of bon. members
the wish is father to the thougl4. They
do not wish that these aspects should be
separated. Naturally hon. members of
that political party have the greatest
possible gain to expect from the non-
separation of these twvo principles. But
I would appeal to them, if they are deal-
ing with industrialism, to deal with in-
dustrialism and leave politics out of the
question. If they are prepared to act
fairly a state of affairs could be brought
about under which a strict partition of
the funds could be made, as to which
shall he used for political purposes and
which for union purposes alone, and
under which every man would be free to
say whether he proposes to subscribe to
one or the other or both of these funds.
In the interests of the freedom of politi-
cal thought I think this is eminently
desirable. As hon. members will see, the
Bill is one largely for work in Committee,
and as I will at that stage he taking only
an impartial interest in the discussion
hon. members will realise that it is not
necessary for mue to say more than I have
said on this question. I have pleasure
in supporting the second reading.

Hon. F. DAVIS (Metropolitan-Sub-
urban) :The Bill appears to be largely
a question of view point. Very diverse
opinions have been expressed as to its
practicability and the likely results of
its operations if given effect to, and it
is cause for wonder as to how the very
widely divergent opinions can possibly
he reconciled, even when the Bill gets
into Committee. I do not take the view
of it, as expressed by some hon. members,_
that the Bill is practieally worthless;
neither do I hold, on the other band, that
the Bill is a perfect panacea for all evils.
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That, probably, would be claiming too
much for it. But I do believe that it is
necessary to the maininising of friction
in industrial matters, and to the securing
of industrial peace. That is my reason
for supporting the Bill. Some hon. mem-
bers have contended that it will not
secure industrial peace. Possibly peace
in the sense that some mean will never
be secured while our present system
lasts; but, at any rate, a fair amount of
industrial- peace, or what may be termed,
broadly speaking, industrial peace, can
be realised by means of its pro-
vlisions if put into effect, For this
-neason: that while the negotiations are
being conducted in the Arbitration Court,
the wheels of industry are not dislocated,
-but the work goes on just as before, un-
til the question is decided. To that ex-
tent, undoubtedly, arbitration does scure
industrial peace, and for that reason it is
-worthy of support. It has been sug-
gested by one hon. member that it would
be almost as well to do away with arbi-
tration altogether. His pessimistic tone
indicated that he would not be sorry if
no Arbitration Act existed at all. Now,
if that were done wre would be brought
face to face with the position as it ob-
tained prior to arbitration becoming law.
Those wbo lived in the State at that
period and who know the amount of suf-
fering that was entailed on those not
actually participating in the conflicts,,
and on the community generally, will, I
think, admit that the Arbitration Court
has certainly been a great advantage to
the community as a whole.

Hon. V. Hamersley: Ha th ufrin

.been less since?

Hon. P". DAVIS: Undoubedly. I knew
scores of cases in which, prior to the pass-
ing of the Arbitration Act, the suiffering
was intense, although the unfortunate
victims were not actually taking part in
the conflict. I. refer particularly to the
families of those engaged in industrial
risputes. It has been said that one-half
of the world does not know how the
-other half lives. That is indeed true.
No doubt the suffering entailed in these
industrial conflicts is very little known to
those not actually engaged in themn. Un-

fortunately I have had too many o3ppor-
tunities of witnessing the acute distress
of those victims of industrial conflicts;
and when lion, members realise that this
was occasioned especially by lack of arbi-
tration, I feel sure they will, with',ut any
demour, give effect to the Bill before the
House. In view of that fact can it be
wondered that I should strongly support
an Arbitration Bill devised to avoid that
suffering? There is not only that aspect
of the case, but also that of the loss of
wealth that should have been produced
while those industrial conflicts were in
progress, and the fact if we ha not
arbitration the bitterness and the suffer-
ing would be far greater than anyone can
possibly imagine unlessthe has had a good
deal of experience in connectio-a with
this matter. Objection has beeni ta ken
to the fact of the workers being class
conscious. They have had reason for
many scores of years past to 1e, class
conscious, in view of the difficultiesq they
have laboured under, and I see nothing
that would make themn more so than a
bad Arbitration Act, or no Abritration
Act at all; because the ill-feeling caused
by strikes would be very prejudicial to
the community as a whole, and would
lake ai long, long time to efface when,
subsequently, the di~pute was setled and
things resumed their normal course. Tbc
Bill provides that the definition of "in-
dustry" should be broadened. I suppose
it has been one of the great defects of
the present Act that the term "industry"
has been taken as being so narrow that
it has occasioned a great deal of delay
and friction. In numbers of cases it has
not been possible for those who wish to
avail themselves of the provisions of the
Act to do so. To niy mind it is worth
while to have an Act which is 'workable.
and whichi carries the thing to its logical
conclusion, or to so amend it that it will
be such, or, if not intended to have it as
such, that it should be swept away Alto-
gether. It should be thoroughily work-
alble in order to give it its full effect. To
my mind one of the most important
cluses in the Bill is that which provides

for the basis of a minimum wage. The
definition provides for a reasonable
standard of comfort for the average
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worker, having regard to the obligations
of such average worker. All of us who
have read or thought much and been con-
cerned to a large extent in industrial
difficulties and troubles, will know that
for many year;, in fact for the last cen-
tury and a quarter, during which manu-
facturing has taken such great strides,
there has been one continuous effort to
make the wage of those engaged in manu-
factures and labour generally what might
he called reasonable living wage. I know
there are those who hold that a bare sub-
sistence wage is all that can be expected
by a man engaged in labour, but I hold
that a good deal more is due to those
who produce the wealth. Taking labour
as applied to laud and mnufacture, it
has produced all the wealth we have in
the world. Wealth cannot he produced
except by close combinations. Wealth
will be produced by labour applied to
land and manufacture and, seeing that
labour is one of the essential features in
the production of wealth, it follows in
natural sequence that labour should have
a full share of the product.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: What is that-
the lot!7

Hon. F. DAVIS: I did not say that
labour was wholly responsible for the
production of wealth. I say that labour
should have a full share.

Hon. D_ G. Gawler: The trouble is to
find the share.

Rion- F. DAVIS: The Bill provides a
standard by which the court can direct
it; but as the reasonable standard of
comfort of the avenage workman is cer-
tainly not as high by a long way as I
would like to see it-

Hon. D. G. Gawler: That is the mini-
mum!V

Hon. F. DAVIS: Yes.
Hon. W. lKingsmill: What does that

mean-a shower bath to five shearers?
Hon. F. DAVIS:- The hon. member is

now taking an extreme ease. That is
the minimum, but it is not so high a
standard as I would like to see, or as I
hold it should be. It is laid down that
the Court should base its awards on a
reasonable standard of the comfort of
the worker.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Regardless of the
value of the work done.

Hon. F. DAVIS: flow could the court
fix it regardless of that? The court has
to be guided by the evidence given before
it; and on the evidence the court is able
to decide. T hat is judged by the
standards of our present system. The
court as constituted has not been alto-
gether incompetent or foolish in its
awards.

Hion. J, F. Cullen: The Bill does not
deal with value at all.

Ron. F. DAVIS: But the court does.
Hon, J. F. Cullen: Not at all; the

court has no power to deal -with the value
of work.

Hon. F. DAVIS: Reference has been
made during the debate to the effect that
it is difficult to regulate wages and con-
ditions because of the difficulty of regu-
lating the cost of living, and other
speakers have contended that the cost of
living is to a certain extent regulated by
the wages awarded to the workers in the
various industries. I have en extract
from a resident of one of the Fiji Islands
who deals with the cost of living, and he
gives the list of the prices for goods
landed and sold by the various store-
keepers. He shows clearly that the
profit averaged fifty per cent. and went
up as high in some cases as 200 per cent.,
and he points out that in Fiji there are
no labour unions. The name of the writer
is Harold L. Dale.

lion. W. Patrick: There are no white
men there of any consequence.

Hon. F. DAVIS: Of course there are.
Hon, W. Patrick:. No; all the work

is done by niggers.
Hon. F, DAVIS: He points out that

the high cost of living cannot be attri-
buted to the high wages or labour unions
as they do not exist, and the contention
that the higl' cost of living is regulatc-a
by wages and therefore it would be un-
wise to raise wages, is not borne out by
facts.

Ron. J. F. Cullen: That 3s a very poor
illustration: there is no lig-ht from it
whatever.

Hon. F. DAVIS: It has been stated
that it is wrong for members of the
unions to have anything to do with politi-
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cal subjects. and it has been suggested
that their funds should be kept in two
sections, if the'y desire to deal with politi-
cal subjects, one to be devoted to indus-
trial and tile other to political matters.
For thre life of me I cannot see why a
Irades union should not deal with any
4tuestion it. chooses, politics included.
Why should it not? It is a meeting of
'workers. to deal with qluestions affecting
their own interests, and why' any body (d
z'ien should claim that they should not
deal with certain subjects is a mystery to
me, It wvould be as reasonable for me to
say that it is not right for the medieal or
lcgal men or dentists or accountants or
any other class to deal with any political
subject but that they should deal only
with subjects affecting their own profes-
sion. That view -would be unwise.

lon. D. G. Gawler: The suggestion is
no man should contribute to the political
part unless hie wants to.

Hon. P. DAVIS: T will come to that
presently. I hare received a circular from
the Chamber of Commuerce practically
outlining a number of alterations to the
Bill. There is evidence that that body
take an inter~est in political affairs: ihey
have a perfect right to do so: no one
disputes it. and it is right that other
bodie,' should take anl interest in politicail
affairs as they' affect them. but why shoi~ld
they' or, their- representatives claim that
thre workers should not take an'interes-t
in political matters at their meetings? If
it is asnd in the one case it is good in the
other, and if it is rig-ht ini the one case it
certainly cannot be wrong- in the other.
Thoujgh 1 do not wish to offend the feel-
lnQs d' members of the legal fraternity, I
holdi that the provision to prevent lawyers
fromi pictising- in thre Arbitration Court
is in the interests of those who will coins
before thre court, It has been said that if
lawvyeis rncl ise in thre c-ourt, the ect
Woiild not bie raised nmatetnallv. or the
'arse 11140h1 be dealt ;vili 11more evonoini-

ralfr for the piarties appenring. hut on
the'biller hiand wve bare Mr. S anderson
speaking- of a fee of 3.000 guineas as a
hezaarly fee. and (if another of 70
guilleas referredl to by Mr. Moss as, a
jaltrvY -11111. It his contention is a eni-

tenion of the fees of members of the legal
profession it is reasonable to assume that
the cost of cases will be materially in-
creased if lawyers are allowed to practise
in the Arbitration Court. For that reason
I venture to say, apart frcorn the state-
ments made by these two gentlemen, that
our knowledge of the law and of the em-
pyloyment of legal talent shows us that
the cost is nearly always increased. Work-
ing mnen's trades unions or associations
hare not so much money that they can
afford to utitise it in thie employment of
legal talent.

Hon. D. G. Gawler: The lawyers' fees
are regulated by scale; they cannot charge
wore than a certain amount.

Hon. F. DAVIS: That is the ease in
the law courts but I1 do not think it ap-
plies to the Arbitration Court. One other
poit that occurred to me as being some-
what unusuial was the objection taken by
one speaker at least to the method of de-
ciing questionrs at a, trades union meet-
ing. He contended that cetain questions
should not be decided by a show of hands,
but by a, secret ballot. I come hack to
the point refcrred to a few minutes ago;
sutpposing any member of the Labour
party' were to claim that the decisions re-
corded or the questions decided in a meet-
iIng of employers, or say the Chamber of
C'ommnerce or Chamber of _Manutactures
shouldr he decided by secret ballot instead
of a show of hands, what would they say?
Their re ply would be to mind his own
business, and rightly so. Why on earth
should exception be taken to the conduct
of ar trades union meeting?9 It is going'
rather far- to lay down rules and regula-
tionis for unions to which the objectors
do0 not beilng, and in many cases have
no( even attended, and therefore do not
,lotl know how the business is carried on.
One of thle clauses of the Bill which wrag
dealt with last session at great len.Tth.
and whichb created a good deal of discus-
Sion, was that of the appointment of thle
presidenit of thre court. ,Ind a good per-
centage of the Members urged strongly
that a judge shouild be the president of
the court. I said then. and I say againr,
that to my, mind it does not necessarily
follow tha .t a judgLe is the best man for
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the position. A judge all his life long
has been wore or less concerned in mat-
ters of law; he has not mixed with the
working or business -world to any very
great extent, and only to the extent to
which matters have been brought before
him does he know of business concerns.
The man who has been in business for
some years would ordinarily be a better
man to decide. Rfe would have a better
knowledge of business affairs generally
than a judge of the Supreme Court could
have, and for that reason he would bo
better able to deal with questions that
vitally affect the employers and em-
ployees than a judge of the Supreme
Court, and I say such a man should be
appointed if it is considered desirable.
The Bill does not say definitely that hie
shall be appointed; it leaves the question
open. I was very much interested in a
remark made by one member to the effec t
that it was economically unsound to at-
tempt to regulate wages. If that is so,
how could industries be regulated? There
must be some ultimate tribunal which will
decide what the wages are to be, anti
what are to be the conditions of worker-;
in various industries, and for that reason
I contend that the Arbitration Court is a
sound method of dealing with industrial
disputes.

Ron. 1). G. Gawler: You cannot over-
ride the laws of supply and demand.

Hon. F. DA VIS: That is a matter of
opinion. The law of supply and dlemnid
involves points on which I do not agrill
with nmany members. It has been sug-
gested that instead of having an Arbitra-
tion Court to deal with industrial di-s-
putes there should be wages boards. I
venture to say that if such a thin,& didl
take place and such a change were madIe,
it would be to the disadvantage of the
community generally. In Victoria they
have had experience of -wages boards, and
the result has not been by any means
satisfactory. For one thing an unreason-
ably long delay in getting their business
through the boards has mnilitated against
the success of the system. I read of one
case some little time ago; unfortunately
I omitted to wake a note of it, but the
incident is still fresh in my memory. It

was an instance of a case which took
nearly two years to he decided; in other
cases it is quite possible for representa-
tives to stay away from the meetings and
by doing so prevent the boards from
being properly constituted and conducting
the business. The chief objection I see
to wages boards is the possibility of vie,-
timisation by the employer. Where three
or six men from each side meet around aL
table and discuss questions freely, as they
must do if they wish to arrive at finality,
the opinions expressed by the representa-
tives of the workers are noted by their
opponents, and it has been found in pine-
tiee that in the course of time those man
in many cases lose their employment. Of
course it is most difficult to sheet home
lo an employer that he is victimising a
man because of this. It is done in such
a quiet way that it is exceedingly diffi-
cult to prove vietimisation, but instances
go to show that in a number of cases this
has been done. The great virtue, if it can
be called a virtue or advantage of an
Arbitration Court is that the men con-
cerned only appear by an agent and the
one who appears is not necessarily a mem-
ber of the uinion, and there cannot be vie-
timisation to the extent which would be
puscihie whert, miember-s of the union meet
an employer or number of employers, face

tou face anti discuss the qu~estion around a
table. The Arbitration Court minimises
the possibility of meni being victimisoed,
and] for that reason I have alwaysq
strongly opposed the constitution of
wages hoards and fought for the principle
of arbitration in an Arbitratiotn Couirt.
For that reason I strongly support the
Bill. and I trust that when in Committee
it will not be emasculated beyond all re-
cognition, though I nam afraid it '%vill be.
To my mind it will be far more honest
if members who are opposed to a great
znnmbcr of the provisions of the Bill vote
against, the second reading anti prevent
the Bilt from going further, but to vote
for the second reading and in -fact agree
to the principle and then so emasculate it
that it will be practically of no use, is not
to my mind fair or reasonable treatment.
I truist when the vote on the second read-
ing takes place those who intend to ewas-
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culate the Bill will vote against it. In
doing so they will at least be honest and
we will know what to expect. I shall sup-
port the Bill as it appears, and I trust it
will get fair treatment at the hands of
hon. members.

On motion by Hion. R. D. 'McKenzie,
debate adjourned.

BrLL-BJLLS OF" SALE ACT AMNEND-
I[ENT.

Second Beading.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Ron.
J. Mf. Drew) in moving the second read-
ing said :The necessity for this amend-
in g measure is demonstrated by a recent
decision of the Supreme Court. Under
the Bills of Sale Act, 1906, before a Bill
of Sale can be registered there must be
filed a notice of intention as set out in
the form of a schedule to that Act,
embracing a description of the property
comprised in the Bill of Sale. A solici-
tor sent in a notice of intention to re-
gister a bill of sale but the notice did
not set out that the bill of sale comprised
after-acquired property. The judge held
that there were not sufficient particulars
of the property covered set out in the
notice and therefore that the proper no-
tire had not been given. Consequently
the registration of the bill of sale should
not have taken place, and the bill had to
be treated as not having been regis-
tered, and therefore was void against
an execution creditor. The consequence
of that decision is that there are a score
of bills of sale registered to-day that are
not worth the paper they are written on.
This Bill is intended to do away -with ob-
jections such as that, and provides that a
notice of intention to register a bill of
sale shall be deemed to comply with the
Bills of Sale Act, 1906, although any
after-acquired property comprised in the
bill of sale is not mentioned or referred.
to in the notice of intention. The pro-
viso to Clause 2 merely states that this
amendment does not affect the rights of
any person who has already obtained a
judgment under which a bill of sale has
been declared void. I think I have wade
myself clear. There have been probably

hundreds of bills of sale registered in the
past, and in almost every bill of sale
there is a provision to cover property and
chattels that are acquired after a bill of
sale has been registered, but in almost
every instance solicitors have not re-
garded it as necessary to state in the
notice of intention that ihe bill of sale
comprises after-acquired property. I
move-

That the Dill be now read a second
time.
On motion by Hfon. 5. P. Cullen debate

adjourned.

BITL-EDUCATION ACT AMEND-
MENT.

Second Reading.
The COLONTJAI, SECRETARY (Hon.

J. M. Drew) in moving the second read-
ing said -. The object of this short
amending measure is to give fuller ef-
fect to the elective provisions of the
Act passed in 1893. Section 14 of that
measure provided for the filling of ex-
traordinary- vacanicies in district boards
of education no nominations by the Gov-
ernor. and such nominated members were
-thereby appointed for specified terms.
For instance in the case of a newly
constituted disirict the, Governor nom-
inates the entire board; and similarly
in those eases in which for any reason
an election cannot be held, or, if held,
the electors fail to elect a board or mem-
ber. There have been resignations and
the Governor has nominated someone to
flil the vacancy, but somehow or other,
oi*Ning to carelessness in drafting the
original Act, there was no provision
made to remove members. There may be
rood grounds for a removal; members
may have misconducted themselves so as
to become a public scandal.

Honu. J. F. Cullen : Has any case
arisen?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: A
case has arisen, in fact, I believe many
cases have arisen in the past but no steps
have been taken, and it is recognised
as necessary' to have this power in order
that the Governor who appointed the
board should have the power to remove.
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In almost every other instance equal
provision is made for the cancellation
of appointments.

Hon. W. Patrick :Are they appointed
for life'I

The COLONIAL SECRETARY : For
a specified time, I think it is three years,
but in almost every instance where there
is power to appoint, there should also be
power to remove. I beg to move-

2that the Bill be now read a second
time.
Hon. J. F. CULLEN (South-East)

There can be no objection to this Bill
except that it is a multiplication of little
twopenny Bills that really no cause has
arisen for. I do not think that a single
case exists to-day which proves the neces-
sity for this Bill. I only rose, however,
to protest against the multiplication of
measures on the statute-book and to
suagest that this should be avoided.

Tlhe Colonial Secretary :There is a
necessity for it, otherwise it would not
be introduced.

Hon. J. F. CLULLEN : The Bill itself
is harmless and from that view no ob-
jection can be taken.

Question put and passed.
Bill road a second time.

BILL-STATE HOTELS.
Second Reading.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY (Hon.
J1. M. Drew) in moving the second read-
iug said: This is a very small Bill but
it embodies a great principle. It gives
the Government general powers to es-
tablish State hotels subject to certain
restrictions, subject -to the district hav-
ing previonsly declared iii favour of
State hotels, and subject to the veto of
a majority of the people resident within
an area likely to be affected by the con-
templatted action. There is no doubt as
to the trend of public feeling in connec-
tion with this question. Parties are
divided on many questions; the Liberal
party and the Labour party differ on
almost every phase of legislative ac-
tivity, but they are agreed with few ex-
ceptions on this point that in newly set-
tled localities if there is to be a hotel

it should be conducted by the State. The
Government have had ample proof of
this fact during the time they have been
in power. They have received petitions
from different parts of Western Aus-
tralia urging the establishment of State
hotels and these petitions have been
signed by a vast majority of the popu-
lation irrespective of their political op-
inion. The Governmient are not anxious
to enter into the liquor business. They
realise to the full the evils resulting frow
the abuse of liquor, hut wvith a view to
minimising these evils and ultimately
bringing about the nationalisation of the
liquor traffic, it is proposed, with the
consent of the Legislature, to open State
hotels wherever there is a danger of the
private licensee gaining a foothold. It is
essential in my opinion that in the in-
terests of the common good, the State
should gain control of the liquor traffic,
and the first step towards that end is
undoubtedly nationalisation. It is most
difficult for the State to secure the de-
sired control while private individuals
continue as they have continued in the
past to worm themselves into this busi-
ness. Every p~rivate individual who se-
cures a license adds to the difficulties it:
the way of nationalisation. Vested in-
terests or what are called vested interests
are created and they cannot be easily dis-
turbed. Prevention; in this case, it seems
to me, is better than cure. The best pre-
vention is State contr-ol from the very
outset. The idea of the Government is
to as far as possible apply the knife to
the growth of vested interests and the
process proposed is the establishment of
State hotels in all newv centres. When-
ever the necessity arises for hotel accom-
modation the Government, if this Bill
is passed, will be p~repared to step into
the breach and supply that accommoda-
tion. Gradually, by this means, we pro-
pose to effectively combat one of the
greatest eviis that afflicts humanity. The
history of State hotels dates from the
days of the James Government. The
Owalia hotel was established without Par-
liamentary authority. It has been nine
years in existence and during the whole
of that time it has been under the search-
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light of public criticism. Necessarily as at the poll .32 out of 42 districts declared
a Government institution, it should be so,
but I think it has escaped the sharps and
arrows of criticism to an extraordinary
extent. Oecasibually of course there have
been complaints about the management,
but they bare been of a very petty char,
actor and they would not stand the test
of critical examination. The general op-
inion of all classes I have met is that the
hotel is in every respect well conducted,
excellent liquor is supplied there and
through the successful efforts of its mant-
agers iii preventing persons who are
known as drunkards from obtaining
liquor it does in every respect justify the
hopes of its founders. The Gwalia bate!
has undoubtedly established a reputation
which stands by itself, so far as the con-
duct of public houses is concerned.

Hon. J. D. Connolly: It is not diffi-
cult to run an hotel there consdering they
have a monopoly.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
accommodation is given the first consider-
ation. Orderliness is insisted upon and
rowdiness is unknown, and no person
under the influence of drink is supplied
by the manager. The same may be said
of the Owellingap hotel, which was es-
tablished at the close of last year. Be-
fore this hotel was opened an abominable
deenetion known as "pinkey" was hawked
about the district. T think I have heard
Mr. Mebarty refer to this drink several
times iu this House.

Hon. C. Somimers: Who is the man-
ager of that hotel

TIhc COLONIAL SECRETARY: I
will come to that later, and quote some of
the results of the management. This de-
coction not only intoxicated the con-
sumners but maddcned them. All that has
passed away, and the institution is con-
ducted on lines similar to the Owalia
hotel.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Is there not any
bad spirit in the district now?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
has all gone. It may be urged against the
Bill tbat we propose to override the local
option poll of 1910, at which many dis-
tricts declared against an increase of
licenses, but it must not be forgotten that

in favour of State hotels.
Hon. J. F. Cullen: But they declared

first against any increase.
The COLONIAL SECRETARY: That

is so, but I think there was a certain
amount of confusion. At any rate, this
vote indicated that if there were to be
more hotels, the people desired that those
hotels should be run by the State. This
Bill gives a closer and more perfect mea-
sure of local option than the Licensing
Act contemplated. It gives to the people
residing within a radius of three miles of
a locality where it is proposed to estab-
lish a State hotel power to veto the pro-
ject.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: But why east the
cnus on the people?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
give the power to the people immediately
surrounding the hotel. Previously the
power was given to the people in the
whole of the district, but the Bill arms
those people in the vicinity of the pro-
posed hotel site with power to say that
the Government shall not open a State
hotel in their midst.

Hon. J. fl. Connolly: Under the Li-
censing Act it is necessary for an ordi-
nary applicant to get a majority of rate-
payers in the district to sign in favour of
an hotel.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
does not follow that because that is in
the Licensing Act the present Govern-
mnent will follow on the same lines.

Hon. W. Patrick: Would it not be
better to wait for the new Licensing Bill?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: No;
we want to make a start without delay.'
There is ample safeguard against a pub-
lic house being foisted on the community
in antagonism to the popular will. The
present Licensing Act contemplates the
possibility of centres already well catered
for in the way of hotels casting a vote
without concern for the needs of other
portions of the district, whose necessi-
ties have not been met. Hence it is that
although a district may have declared
against an increase of licenses, a declara-
tion is inoperative in cases where there
is no hotel within 15 miles. This ar-
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bitrary fixing of the distance without re-
gard to the circumstances does not work
well. To give an instance: the Govern-
ment intend to open an hotel at Rottuest.
In order to be in a position to cater fully
for the requirements of the public it is
essential that there should be an oppor-
tunity Lo secure alcoholic beverages in
moderation.

Hon. 3. D. Connolly: Not at all; they
should not be allowed there.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: Tho
bon. member may not think so, but why
is it necessary to have this aceommoda-
timi all along the railways at intervals
of 30 miles, on the Perth railway station,
and also en board ship9' It is necessary
at Rottncst because under the present
circumstances many tourists go there and
take with them cases of liquor, and drink
to excess.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Are there any
snakes thereY

The PRESIDENT: I think there is
too much interruption of the Minister.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: If
an hotel is there, the consumption will he
in moderation and unseemly scenes are
not likely to occur. Then again, at Wont-
gan Hills there is a desire that the Gov-
eminent should -establish an hotel. A
private individual is trying to get a li-
cense hut it is not the desire of the peo-
ple in that part that this should be
granted. Their wish is that the Govern-
ment should establish a State hotel.

Hon. J. F. Cullen:- Why cannot the
Government do it uinder the present Act?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
dio not propose to do it without the autho-
rity of Parliament. Last year we brought
down a Bill to establish a State hotel at
Owellingup, and whatever we do will be
with the approval of Parliament. if
Parliament says that we cannot do this,
then we will proceed no further. The same
thing obtains at Rununoppin. The
people there want a State hotel and their
request appears to be justified. If this
Bill is passed it will give an opportunity
to the majority of people in the vicinity
to say whether a State hotel should be
established in that locality. Hon. mem-

bers may wish to know how the present
State hotels are faring from a financial
standpoint, and I think when they have
heard the following particulars they will
agree that the results are fairly satis-
factory. Here is a report to the Under
Treasurer, by the manager controlling
the whole of the Liquor Department, of
the financial transactions of the State
hotel at Owalia for the year ended 30th
June last:-

A comparison of the receipts for the
year under review with that of the two
previous years is as follows:--1909-10,
wines, beers, etcetera, £9.028 10Os., house
£1,307 10s., billiards £150 13s., total
receipts £10,576 13s.; 19 10-11, wines,
beers, etcetera, £7,798 3s. 5d., house
£1,001 10s., billiards £67, total receipts
£91,,%6 13s. 5d.; 1911-12, wines,
beers, etcetera, £3,130 is. 10d., house
£e947 Ss. 6d., billiards £36 8s., total re-
ceipts X.9,113 1s. 4d. Total increase
for year as against previous -year
amounts to £257 4s. lid. The expendi-
ture for the past three years (exclu-
sive of capital outlay, etcetera) is As
follows :-1909-1o, £8,220 17s. 6d.,
1910-11, £7,169 Is. 3d., 1911-12,
£:7,397 19s. 5d., showing an increase of
expenditure for the past year over that
of the previous period of £2239 1s. 2d.
Comparipg the profits (exclusive of de-
preciation) for 1911-12 as against the
previous year the following small in-
crease is shown :-Proflt 1910-11, £C1,687
12s. 2d.; :1911-12, £1,715 1S. lid., in-
crease for 191.1-12, £28 6is. 9d. The
profits of this hotel would be much
greater were it not for the prevalence
of sly-grog selling and the sale of beer
and spirits around Owalia by persons
holding gallon ticenses and retailing
same by means of carts.

I may say that legislation will be intro-
duced during this sessioa for the sup-
pression of illicit grog selling.

Hon. J. F. Cullen: Then there is still
sly-grop selling?

The COLONIAL SECRETARY:- Yes,
right through the State. It will be neces-
sary to bring in very drastic legislation.

Hon. W. Kingsmill: Why should not
the Government ran the carts?
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The COLONIA.L SECRETAIRY: The to the 30th June, 1912, a period of six:
report continues- months and one week-

The balance sheet discloses the fact
that the whole capital cost of the hotel
has been paid for out of profits and in
addition a sum of £6,480 17s. remains
to thd credit as under-Premises at cost,
£8,916 Ils. 10d.; furniture at cost,
£C1,549 15s. 8d.; glassware, etcetera
(worth about £300), £280 13s., stock on
hand, £:713 4s. 7d.; live stock, £1.5;
total, £11,475 5s. 1d. The profits from
the inception are (exclusive of depre-
eiation)-To June, 1904, £585 16s. 4d.;I
1905, £589 17s, Id.; 1906, £2,547 7 s.
10d.; 1907, £3,002 ft. 14i.; 1908, £3,000
14s. 2d.; 1009, £2,467 12s.; 1910, £2.355
15s. 6d.; 1911, £:1,687 12g. 2d.; 19-12 .
£1,715 M~s. 113.; total profits £17,956
2s, Id.; balance being credited -with
Colonial Treasurer, £6,480 17s. Depre-
ciation has been dealt with on the same
lines as before, namely, 10 per cent.
off building and 15 per cent, off fnnii-
ture. Owing to additions it will be
noted this provision has increased from
£993 Gs. 5d. for ,year 1910-11 to £1.124
2s. .5d. for year 1911-12. The building
which has cost to 30th June last £9,916
i1s. 10d. now stands in the books of
this hote] at £E4,152 6s. 2d., whilst furni-
ture costing £1,549 15s. 3d. is shown at
£97 3s. Gd. In calling attention to the
method of writing down it must be
borne in mind that ere long if the pre-
sent practice is continued, the hotel as-
sets (premises and furniture) will ap-
pear in the books as "-nil," whilst doubt-
less, if the hotel was sold, the State
would be recouped more than its ori-
ginal outlay thereon. After all, the pro-
cedure consists merely of book entries
-this would also apply to interest
which has not been taken into account
-all the expenditure on capital outlay
has, been met from Consolidated Rev-
enue Fund, and seeing that the whole
outlay has been refunded from pro-
fits, any charge in connection therewith
would only mean a cross entry.

Here is another statement of the financial
transactions of the Dwellingup State hotel
from the 2nd December, 1911, shortly
after the Bill was passed by Parliament,

Depreciation on building and furni-
ture has not been shown, but if it is
decided to take the life of the district
for timber cutting at say 20 years, and
there is no doubt from inquifries made
that it will last that period, 5 per cent.
per annum for depreciation on build-
iug will suffice. As reg-ards the State
hotel, Owalia, 10 per cent. depreciation
on building and 15 per cent. on furni-
ture has been allowed, and some differ-
ent method will require to be followed
in future. Dwellingup will soon return
in profits the whole capital outlay on it.
Allowing 5 per cent, per annumu as de-
preciation on building, 10 per cent. on
furniture, and say 5 per cent. for inter-
est, the net profit is reduced as fol-
lows :-Net profit as per profit and
loss account, £1,244 10s. 10d.; less-
building account, 5 per cent. per
annum depreciation on £2,517 14s. 3d.
for, say, six months, £E62 l8is. 10d.;
funirure account, 10 per cent, per
annum depreciation on £482 R's. 2d.,
say six months, £24 2s. 10d.; and inter-
est on amount due Colonial Treasurer
at 30th June, 1012, as per balance
sheet, £2,291 16s. 6d., say, six mutnths at
.) per cent., £57 5s. lid. Balance of
jprofit after deducting depreciation arid
interest, £1,100 3s. 3d. for six mnonths
and one week. The asset, glarsware,
crockery, and heddin~g, etcetera, of'
£173 Is. 6d. is not written dowr, as all
renewals on this account are paid from
working. As instancing tire diticifiy
of writing down hotel assets, f would
point out that, instead of our asset
having- decreased in value, same has
increased many times over, and 1 have
no doubt that if the hotel was sold at
the present time at least £15,000 could
be obtained for same. The hotel is well
conducted by the preseur manager (M1r.
O'Connor). The revenue is increasing
monthly, and the percentage of profit,
bearing in mind the quality of the
liquor sold, is very good.

This is a -report by Mtr. Emery, manager
and inspector of State hotels, Of counte
-we do not lay much stress on the profits
shown to be made. The object of the
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establishment of State hotels is not to
make a profit exactly, but to prevent the
building up of vested interests and thus
rendering ultimate nationalisationk more
difficult than it otherwise would be; but
of course we are not warranted in run-
ning State hotels at a toss, and we are
not displeased to show a fair amount of
profit. It is proposed, however, to utilise
the profits towards the utility of the
establishments in the districts. Thus, at
Owalia, it is proposed to provide out of
the profits a free reading room and a
reasonably up-to-date library, which will
be so placed that anyone desirous of
using the reading room need not enter
the portion of the premises devoted to
the sale of liquor. This portion of the
Government policy has received endorse-
ment from a quarter which, having regard
to the subject and the source from which
the endorsement has come, must render it
worthy of the utmost respect of Parlia-
ment and the people. Addressing the
Anglican Synod this week, the Bishop of
Perth touched on the subject of temper-
ance reform, and in the course of his
remarks lie said-

I strongly object to one section of
the community forcing its views upon
the other section in eases where each
section has a right to act as it pleases.
If to drink a glass of wine is morally
wrong, as some say it is, then we shouild
do all we can to prevent its sale; but
when a moral wrong comes from the
abuse and not the use of alcohol, then
I cannot see the Justice of forcing one
section to he total ahstainers against
their wish. I am saying this because
I think we are losing sight of the
-weapons with which we ought to fight.
Our weapons are persuasion and the
power of faith in a Saviour, and the
use of the means of grace to enable
men to be strong enough to resist
temptation. Thstead of that we are
always appealing to Acts of Parlia-
ment and neglecting the great powers
we have to help us. I am glad that the
Government propose to establish State
hotels where there are to be any new
ones. I have for 30 years advocated
these ideas, and I am glad at least to see
Western Australia taking a lead in this
direction.

As I said before, an, opinion coming
from such a source is entitled to the
greatest possible consideration and re-
spect.

Hon. H. P. Colebatch: Will you follow
that advice in your Local Option Bill?1

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: We
will try to. Under this Bill it wvill not
be necessary for the Govern ment to apply
to the licensing benches for licenses. It
would be a ludicrous position for the
Government to take up, the Government
who have created these licensing benehes,
and who are the executive of Parliament,
asking their permission as to whether
they should establish a State hotel or not.
lIf we establish a State hotel which is a
failure or if it is badly conducted, we
wilt be subject to the censure of Parlia-
ment. Although -we do not propose to
make application to a licensing bench,
the manager of the hotel or the agent
will be subject to all the pains and penal-
ties of a licensee.

Hon. J. F. Cullen, Not at all, The
Government Will rem it the fine.

The COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
Government certainly would not remit a
fine in such circumstances. It is also very
probable they would dismiss the manager
froml his position. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
On motion by Hon. J1. F. Cullen, de-

bate adjourned.

House adjourned at 20.8 p.m.
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